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Preface

The Vietnamese Canadian Federation is pleased to release its 2013 Annual Report on human
rights violations in Vietnam. In releasing this report, the Federation hopes to increase public
awareness of the continuing violations of the fundamental human rights by the government of
the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. These sacred rights were stipulated in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights issued in 1948 by the United Nations, of which Vietnam is one of
the signatories.
The Federation looks forward to working with governments as well as non-governmental
organizations and concerned individuals to promote democracy, freedom, and respect for human
rights in Vietnam and around the World.
Vietnamese Canadian Federation
January 2014

Cover photos: (Left to right) Nguyen Thao Chi had three teeth knocked out by security forces when she
participated in human rights picnics, Nguyen Thi Cuc was burned on her forehead with a cigarette because she
participated in human rights picnics, an injured protester lying in the hospital after police fired gun shots and beat
parishioners with electric batons, bruises from police beatings during crackdown on protests. Photos: Vietnamese
Redemptorists News.
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Executive Summary
In 12 months, the Government of Vietnam sentenced at least 45 activists and dissidents for
exercising their fundamental human rights and for defending their fellow activists to terms
totaling more than a staggering 425 years in prison (which does not include the years for lifetime
sentences) and to more than 57 years of house arrest. In addition, authorities detained,
harassed, beat, and tortured a number of people too colossal to track.
The Socialist Republic of Vietnam continues to maintain a façade in which it signs onto numerous
international agreements, obligations, and standards, yet blatantly violates them and
inhumanely oppresses its citizens—a prime example of which, after joining the United Nations
Human Rights Council in November 2013, is the Communist authorities brutally beating human
rights activists who peacefully assembled in the streets to mark the International Human Rights
Day a mere month later in December 2013. Another illustration of this façade is the government
granting amnesty to thousands of prisoners, but deliberately not freeing political prisoners and
prisoners of conscience who have advocated for a better life for their fellow citizens.
Despite the urgings of over 70 governmental and national/international non-governmental
organizations around the world1, the Government of Vietnam demonstrates its not only
continued defiance of international law, but also escalation to tremendous proportions of its
suppression of the freedoms of its citizens to live as human beings should live.

NO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION & NO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
The Communist Party of Vietnam imposed a new decree called Decree 72 that bans internet users
from discussing the news. This deprives citizens of important independent information that
1 In 2013 alone (including, but not limited to): Access Now, Amnesty International, ARTICLE 19, ASF Network, Association for the Prevention of Torture, Avocats sans

frontières, BPSOS, Christian Solidarity Worldwide, Civil Rights Defenders, Coalition to Abolish Modern-Day Slavery in Asia, Committee to Protect Journalists, Defend
the Defenders, Electronic Frontier Foundation, English PEN, Freedom House, Frontline Defenders, Human Rights Watch, Human Rights Watch, IFEX, Index on
Censorship, International Buddhist Information Bureau, International Commission of Jurists, International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH), Lawyers for Lawyers,
Lawyers’ Rights Watch Canada, Media Defense – Southeast Asia, Media Legal Defense Initiative, PEN International, Reporters Without Borders, Southeast Asian
Press Alliance, The Law Society of England and Wales, Vietnam Human Rights Committee, Vietnam Human Rights Network, Vietnamese Canadian Federation.

circulates in blogs and forums, which are critical sources of information not disseminated—or
facts deliberately hidden—by the Communist Party of Vietnam. Under Decree 72, only “personal
information” can be exchanged or provided online.
Also in effect is Decision 20/2001/QT-TTG, which aims to force foreign TV channels to not
transmit in Vietnam. This is another veiled heightening of censorship. Due to Decision 20, foreign
TV channels must pay for simultaneous translation of all of their programming into Vietnamese.
Retransmission of 21 TV channels including CNN, BBC, and Star World was suspended.
In yet another affront to freedom of expression, the Government of Vietnam also announced
heavy fines for social media “propaganda” (Decree 174/2013). As such, anyone criticizing the
government on social media will be fined 100 million dong ($5,200 CAD). The government
arbitrarily decides which criticisms are “propaganda” and which are criminal offenses, which is
punishable with years in prison, as has been demonstrated numerous times in years past and
condemned by the international community.
Lawyer and blogger Le Quoc Quan was sentenced to 30 months in prison and fined 1.2 billion
dong ($62,000 CAD) on false tax evasion charges. Nguyen Phuong Uyen and Dinh Nguyen Kha
were sentenced to 6 and 8 years, respectively, for distributing leaflets (Uyen then received a
suspended sentence and Kha’s sentence was reduced to 4 years—nevertheless, they are still
considered “guilty,” when they are in fact innocent of all crimes). Dinh Nhat Uy was given a 15month suspended prison sentence for using Facebook to support his imprisoned activist brother
(Dinh Nguyen Kha) and for posting pictures and notes on his Facebook account. Pham Nguyen
Thanh Binh was sentenced to 3 years in prison and 3 years of house arrest for conducting
“propaganda against the state”; he had posted web articles about political, economic, and social
issues. Online activist Ngo Hao was sentenced to 15 years in prison; his appeal was rejected.
Bloggers are among the main targets of government authorities to be silenced because of their
activism. Le Anh Hung was arrested and put into a mental ward because of his written criticisms
of the government. Truong Duy Nhat was arrested for “abusing democratic freedoms to infringe
upon the interests of the State, the legitimate rights and interests of organizations and/or
citizens” because of his popular blog called “A Different Perspective” that is critical of the
Vietnamese Prime Minister and the Communist Party General Secretary. Pham Viet Dao was
also arrested for “abusing democratic freedoms” because of his website that is critical of a
number of Vietnamese political leaders. Tu Anh Tu was interrogated by police for several hours
because of his pro-democracy stance and his relationships with other bloggers, and had copies
of The Winning Side by blogger Huy Duc seized. This two-part book renders firsthand accounts
of historical events from the perspective of various participants, which contradicts the official
version of history. Due to police pressure and intervention, he had also been dismissed from
medical school. Nguyen Ngoc Nhu Quynh, Pham Thanh Hai, Nguyen Thien Nam (aka Binh Nhi)
were detained for distributing the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Blogger Huynh Khanh
Vy and her husband have been constantly harassed and targeted: authorities intervened at her
university to prevent her from studying abroad, tried to get her house lease terminated, caused
her husband to lose his job, and confiscated their computers.
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Please also refer to section “Offenses by the Police: No Freedom of Peaceful Assembly, Police
Brutality, & Arbitrary Detention” for further details on the daily assaults that bloggers face.
Other citizens have also been harassed and mistreated because of their writing. Reporter
Nguyen Dac Kien was fired by a state-run newspaper after he criticized the Communist Party
General Secretary for speaking out against political reform. Award-winning reporter, Vo Thanh
Tung, was arrested for “corruption” because of his investigation into police corruption. Buddhist
leader Le Cong Cau, who is Head of the Unified Buddhist Church of Vietnam’s Buddhist Youth
Movement Commission and coordinator of human rights activities, was interrogated by the
police and forced to admit to his ‘crimes’. These ‘crimes’ involved writing articles that advocate
for pluralism and accusing authorities of persecuting religions and repressing pro-democracy
activists and human rights defenders. He did admit to those, but refused to recognize them as
‘crimes’. He now risks persecution.
In an unusual yet at the same time unsurprising case, prominent imprisoned lawyer Cu Huy Ha
Vu had his artwork (one of which depicts his grandson using a key to unlock his chains and others
mostly depicting his own face), seized in prison because they are deemed to be “politically
sensitive.” Thus the freedom to express through art is also suppressed.

OFFENSES BY THE POLICE: NO FREEDOM OF PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY,
POLICE BRUTALITY, & ARBITRARY DETENTION
Security forces use all means at all opportunities to deter people from peacefully protesting or
assembling. For example, security forces harassed/assaulted/detained activists at “human rights
picnics,” including Phuong Bich (aka Dang Bich Phuong), Tran Thi Thuy Nga, Trinh Kim Tien (aka
Trinh Kim Kim), Nguyen Ho Nhat Thanh (aka Paolo Thanh Nguyen), Nguyen Ngoc Nhu Quynh
(aka Me Nam “Mother Mushroom”), Nguyen Hoang Vi (aka An Do Nguyen), Nguyen Thi Cuc
(who had a cigarette burned onto her forehead), Nguyen Thao Chi (who had three teeth knocked
out), Vu Quoc Anh (aka August Anh), Pham Thanh Nghien, Vu Sy Hoanh (aka Hanh Nhan), and
Chau Van Thi (aka Yeu Nuoc Viet). Security forces also blockaded the Unified Buddhist Church
of Vietnam so members could not attend these picnics.
Police also beat and/or prevented activists from holding gatherings to mark the International
Human Rights Day, including Tran Loan, Phuong Dung, Me Nam (again), Nguyen Hoang Vi,
Hoang Van Dung, Tran Hoang Han, Nguyen Van Thanh, Thanh Hoang, Le Anh Hung, Le Thi
Phuong Anh, Paolo Thanh Nguyen, and Chau Van Thi.
In addition, they manhandled bloggers who tried to attend the January 9 trial of 14 young
activists, detained about 30 activists who had gone to Dinh Nhat Uy’s trial to support him
(including Le Ngoc Thanh, Hanh Nhan, Miu Manh Me, Phuong Uyen, Nguyen Thi Nhung, Peter

Lam Bui, Hu Vo, Nguyen Hoang Vi), barred activists from paying tribute to Vietnamese soldiers
(including Nguyen Trong Vinh, blogger Nguyen Tuong Thuy), assaulted those who assembled to
protest the impunity of top-ranked officials, broke up demonstrations, and beat demonstrators.
Therefore, unsurprisingly, authorities “warned” supporters of prominent lawyer and human
rights activist Le Quoc Quan to stay away from his trial.
Activists are also under constant surveillance. Pham Ba Hai, Le Thi Cong Nhan, Ngo Duy Quyen
and his daughter Lucas, and blogger Huynh Ngoc Tuan were detained when they travelled to visit
dissident Pham Van Troi at his home (Huynh Ngoc Tuan was also beaten by three police officers).
Blogger Nguyen Tuong Thuy’s dinner party was interrupted when fellow activists attended
(blogger Pham Ba Hai, Le Quoc Quyet, Nguyen Phuong Uyen, Nguyen Thi Nhung, Duong Thi
Tan); Nguyen Tuong Thuy, his wife, daughter, and dissident guests were beaten and dragged on
the ground to the police car in the rain, and detained. On the same occasion, Nguyen Phuong
Uyen also received beatings that resulted in a swollen face and bloody nose. In another instance,
bloggers Phuong Bich, Nguyen Huu Vinh, and Pham Hong Son were prevented from leaving their
homes to attend Le Quoc Quan’s trial. Nguyen Hoang Vi (yet another instance) was beaten until
she was unconscious. Pham Le Vuong Cac was assaulted. Bui Thi Minh Hang was attacked by
police. Nguyen Chi Duc, who defended Bui Thi Minh Hang, was also attacked by police.
Authorities also harass activists who seek help from, and reach out to, international human rights
defenders: Huynh Ngoc Chenh was prevented from taking an international flight to receive
Reporters Without Borders’ 2013 Netizen Prize; authorities detained and questioned 12 youth
activists (including blogger Bui Tuan Lam, blogger Yeu Nuoc Viet, Tran Hoai Bao, Do Van Thuong,
Nguyen Viet Hung, Dang Hai Di, Pham Tran Quan, Truong Quynh Nhu, Bui Thi Dien) when they
returned to Vietnam from a trip to the Philippines where they met with representatives of the
United Nations’ Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, among others, and where
they attended a course on civil societies; authorities detained Phuong Dung and Thao Chi after
they met with UN human rights officials; authorities arrested blogger Nguyen Lan Thang after he
returned from a meeting with UN human rights officials and advocacy and media groups; and
police arrested and questioned bloggers after they attended meetings at the US and Swedish
embassies (police deemed those meetings to be “illegal gatherings”).
Security agents targeted the home of blogger Huynh Ngoc Tuan with rank liquid. His daughter,
blogger Huynh Thuc Vy, had venomous snakes thrown into her house by security agents as well.
There have also been cases of police beating citizens at police stations to death. Hmong Christian
leader Vam Ngaij Vaj died at the police station. Do Duy Viet, who witnessed and reported the
sexual abuse of an 11-year-old girl by her step-father to her mother, also died at the police station
(authorities claimed it was suicide). 2013 ended with a 14-year-old boy, Tu Ngoc Thach, being
beaten by authorities while in police detention, succumbing to his injuries on 2014 New Year’s
Eve. He was the 12th person to die while in police detention in 2013.
In fact, security forces have increasingly resorted to the hiring of thugs to carry out their brutal
assaults on dissidents so as to distance themselves from involvement in the violence.
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TORTURE / CRUEL TREATMENT OF IMPRISONED ACTIVISTS AND
DISSIDENTS UNDER HOUSE ARREST
The treatment of political prisoners is abhorrent. Nguyen Huu Cau, who has been in prison for
37 years because he had exposed corruption by ruling Communist officials and wrote songs and
poems about corruption, is nearly blind, mostly deaf, and suffering from a heart condition and
low blood flow to the brain; he has not received adequate medical care. Writer Nguyen Xuan
Nghia, who is currently serving a six-year prison sentence, was beaten in prison. Dinh Dang Dinh,
who is currently serving a six-year prison sentence, is suffering from advanced stages of stomach
cancer and was denied medical treatment; the prison has also taken away his medicine and
supplements. Do Van Thai contracted AIDS/HIV while in prison and Nguyen Tuan Nam suffers
from long inflammation and chronic back pain and cannot walk without help; they are not
receiving medical care. Blogger Pham Thanh Nghien, who is under house arrest, has also been
barred from getting medical treatment. Imprisoned Ho Duc Hoa, Thai Van Dung, Paulus Le Son,
Nguyen Xuan Anh, Tran Minh Nhat, Nguyen Dinh Cuong, Ho Van Oanh, and Nguyen Van Duyet
have faced various deprivations and abuses, including assault and having their medicine
withheld. Paulus Le Son also had his leg broken by prison guards. Vi Duc Hoi, Nguyen Van Oai,
and Do Van Hoa, who opposed the mistreatment of Paulus Le Son, were placed in solitary
confinement for voicing their objections. Mai Thi Dung, serving an 11-year sentence for calling
for religious freedom, is repeatedly denied medical treatment for a severe gallbladder disease
that may lead to death unless she pleads guilty to her “crimes.” Pastor Nguyen Cong Chinh,
serving an 11-year sentence, was beaten numerous times in jail for refusing to admit to his
“crimes.” Nguyen Van Hai (aka Dieu Cay), serving a 12-year sentence, is also discriminated
against in prison and his medical needs are unattended to. Do Thi Minh Hanh, sentenced to 7
years in prison, was required to do forced labour and was brutally beaten by detainees in plain
view of prison guards (government officials set up the beatings). Although she is suffering from
pain in one of her breasts, which has been shrinking in size, and suspects it is cancer, her requests
for medical treatment have all been denied.

NO RIGHTS TO A FAIR TRIAL
No dissident has been treated fairly in court. The following are but a few examples. Le Quoc
Quan’s lawyers faced obstruction ahead of his trial, as they were refused access to court
documents. Lawyers representing Nguyen Phuong Uyen and Dinh Nguyen Kha were not allowed
by the court to defend the two activists, who ended up defending themselves; their family
members were not allowed to be present at the trial either. Apart from his son, no family
member of Ngo Hao was allowed at attend his hearing. Although authorities claim that trials are
“public,” this has never been the case.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM RESTRICTED / ETHNIC MINORITIES OPPRESSED
The year started off with a new decree going into effect that restricts religious freedom. Decree
92 puts religious organizations into a catch-22 situation: it stipulates that in order to receive full
legal recognition, a religious group must prove that it has operated for 20 years without violating
the law. However, simply operating without having received legal recognition counts as an
infringement of national security - as such, religious organizations that have been outlawed
because of their pro-human rights and pro-democracy stance continue to be oppressed and
officially banned (such is the case for the Unified Buddhist Church of Vietnam, active in human
rights advocacy).
In a case that attracted international scorn and condemnation, 14 young religious activists (most
of whom are affiliated with the Redemptorist Thai Ha church in Hanoi and Ky Dong church in Ho
Chi Minh City, which are known for strongly supporting bloggers and other peaceful religious and
rights activists) were convicted after attending a training course in Thailand by an organization
that works for peaceful political reform, democracy, and human rights in Vietnam. They are guilty
of “activities aimed at overthrowing the government.” Sentences: Dang Ngoc Minh – 3 years
imprisonment, 2 years house arrest; Dang Xuan Dieu – 13 years imprisonment, 5 years house
arrest; Ho Duc Hoa – 13 years imprisonment, 5 years house arrest; Ho Van Oanh – 3 years
imprisonment, 2 years house arrest; Paulus Le Van Son – 13 years imprisonment, 5 years house
arrest; Nguyen Dang Minh Man – 8 years imprisonment, 5 years house arrest; Nguyen Dang Vinh
Phuc – 3 years imprisonment (conditionally suspended); Nguyen Dinh Cuong – 4 years
imprisonment, 3 years house arrest; Nguyen Van Duyet – 6 years imprisonment, 4 years house
arrest; Nguyen Van Oai – 3 years imprisonment, 2 years house arrest; Nguyen Xuan Anh – 3
years imprisonment, 2 years house arrest; Nong Hung Anh – 5 years imprisonment, 3 years house
arrest; Thai Van Dung – 5 years imprisonment, 3 years house arrest; Tran Minh Nhat – 4 years in
prison, 3 years house arrest. Eight of them lost their appeals—others were denied appeal
hearings.
In yet another case that drew international denunciation, 22 peaceful religious activists of Hoi
Dong Cong Luat Con An Bia Son (Council for the Laws and Public Affairs of Bia Son) were convicted
of “aiming to overthrow the government.” This nonviolent group, who pledges to protect the
environment in Phu Yen, believes in the prophecies of a 16th century oracle and had dreamed to
build a utopia based on the balance of science, nature, and humankind. However, they are
considered a “terrorist” organization by the government. Sentences: Phan Van Thu (Tran Cong)
– lifetime; Phan Thanh Y – 14 years; Phan Thanh Tuong – 10 years; Ta Khu – 16 years; Tran Phi
Dung – 13 years; Tran Quan – 12 years; Tu Thien Luong – 16 years; Vo Ngoc Cu – 16 years; Vo
Thanh Le – 16 years; Vo Tiet – 16 years; Vuong Tan Son – 17 years; Do Thi Hong – 13 years; Doan
Dinh Nam – 16 years; Doan Van Cu – 14 years; Le Duc Dong – 12 years; Le Duy Loc – 17 years; Le
Phuc – 15 years; Le Trong Cu – 12 years; Luong Nhat Quang – 12 years; Nguyen Dinh – 14 years;
Nguyen Ky Lac – 16 years; Nguyen Thai Binh – 12 years.
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Parishioners of Vinh Diocese, Ngo Van Khoi and Nguyen Van Hai, were sentenced to 7 months
and 6 months in prison, respectively, for campaigning for religious freedom.
Authorities also targeted 28 priests of the Diocese of Xuan Loc (including Msgr. Dominique
Nguyen Chu Trinh) who organized a campaign that supports constitutional reform. The
government and state TV also aired reports making slandering accusations against the bishops of
Vinh (including Msgr. Paul Nguyen Thai Hop), threatened them with arrests, and targeted their
website, stating that they face legal action because their website is operating without
government permission. This is because the bishops of Vinh called for the release of two
parishioners imprisoned for months without motive.
Demonstrating no hesitation to use violence to suppress the people, police and security forces
also deployed 100 personnel to beat, throw chairs at, and spray dirty water on 20 worshippers
who were trying to observe the 74th anniversary of the founding of Hoa Hao, a religion that is
extremely oppressed by the authorities. They also raided the temple of an “unofficial” Cao Dai
group, attacking and arresting its members (Le Van Ngoc Diep was arrested). Catholic petitioners
were also beaten by police outside of their cathedral. Police opened fire on Christian protesters
in a most bloody crackdown on religious freedom. They also harassed Thich Vien Hy (Head of
the Giac Hoa Pagoda) and Thich Vien Dinh (deputy leader of the Unified Buddhist Church of
Vietnam) when they tried to visit UBCV patriarch Thich Quang Do;
Khmer Krom monks have been arrested and tortured by authorities; Thach Thuol, Lieu Ny, and
Ly Chanh have been defrocked, thrown into the streets, and forced into hiding. Catholics have
also been attacked and tortured while carrying Christmas gifts to orphans; Kpuih Bop Plei Chep
was tortured by the village Communist Party chief.
Authorities also locked and sealed the gates of the house of imprisoned activist and Christian
pastor Nguyen Cong Chinh (11 years), preventing his wife Tran Thi Hong and their children from
leaving the house; this prevented her from getting medicine for her sick child.

HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Authorities routinely collaborate with and protect human traffickers. In one example this year,
Vietnamese embassy officials helped human traffickers who forced 15 women into sex slavery in
Moscow evade capture by Russian authorities on numerous occasions.
In another case, high-ranking government officials abducted a 17-year-old Vietnamese Hmong
girl, Pang Nhia Lor (Paaj Nyiag Lauj), and one of them sexually abused her daily, threatening to
continue the abuse unless she consented to him.

NO LAND RIGHTS: LAND EXPROPRIATION
Communist authorities continue to illegally confiscate lands of Vietnamese citizens using brute
force and violence.
Since 1945, Communist authorities gradually took away land owned by the Redemptorists; once
61,455 m2 in area, their monastery now owns only 2,700 m2. The authorities intend to
expropriate even more, despite the fact that the land has belonged to the Redemptorists since
1928.
Authorities also began demolition work on a centuries-old church and Carmelite monastery,
despite the historic buildings having belonged to the Archdiocese of Hanoi for over a hundred
years. When officials expropriated the land, they resorted to force and violence.


The cases found in this report offer but a glimpse of the daily sufferings
of the Vietnamese people by the hands of their government.
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2013 Annual Report
Violations of Human Rights in Vietnam

January
1

New Decree 92 restricting religious
freedom comes into force
A new decree (replacing an earlier decree issued in 2005) on religion in
Vietnam gives the one-party communist state greater control of
people’s beliefs and undermines religious freedom in the country.
Decree 92 adds to the framework of legislation used to give a ‘veneer of
legality’ to a policy of religious repression, planned at the highest levels
of the Communist Party and state, and methodically implemented
throughout the country, which aims to crush all independent
movements and place religions under strict Communist Party control.
Members of non-recognized groups, such as Christian house churches
or the Unified Buddhist Church of Vietnam are banned, with some of
their members living under house arrest for practicing religion outside
state-sanctioned groups.
The new decree, in addition to preserving the restrictive provisions of its
predecessor, adds new obligations and “vaguely-worded provisions”
that give authorities greater powers over religious activities.
One article in the decree, stipulates that in order to receive full legal
recognition, a religious group must prove that it has operated for 20
years without violating the law, including “infringing of national
security.” But this puts organizations in a Catch-22 situation, because
simply operating without having received legal recognition (e.g. UBCV
with its human rights activism) counts as infringement of national
security. [1]

January
3

Hanoi Carmelite monastery under
government bulldozers
Authorities began demolition work on the church and centuries old
Carmelite monastery in Hanoi, a historic building at the centre of a long
battle between the government and Church leaders over land

ownership. The local authority intends to erase all traces of the buildings
and build in their place a five-story hospital. However, Catholic sources
in the Archdiocese speak of "secret projects" that would affect the area,
"very different" from the construction of a hospital to serve the city.
Documents clearly show that the ownership of land (on which the
Carmelite monastery stands) has belonged to the Archdiocese of Hanoi
for over 100 years. The curia has never handed over or entrusted to the
use and possession of the area to authorities; it was in fact a case of
forced expropriation, perpetrated with the use of force in violation of
the law.
The archbishop of Hanoi has sent letters to priests, religious and lay
people asking for their prayers for the Church, for justice and peace in
Vietnam, for full religious freedom in the country. [2]

January
8

Sentenced for distributing leaflets

January
9

14 activists convicted in crackdown on
religious dissent

14 young activists stood
trial before the Nghe An
people’s court on
January 9, 2013.

A woman, Lo Thanh Thao, 36, was sentenced in Ho Chi Minh City to 42
months in prison for “activities against the state.” She had “scattered
propaganda leaflets” and “stuck them inside several buildings” in Ho Chi
Minh City. It did not report the content of the leaflets. [3]

The 14 were charged after
attending a training course in
Bangkok held by the banned Viet
Tan organization. Eleven were
charged with being members of
Viet Tan, while three were charged
with actively participating in the
organization. Viet Tan is an
organization that in the 1980s led
a resistance movement against the
communist government but for
the past few decades has worked
for peaceful political reform,
democracy, and human rights in Vietnam. As in numerous previous
cases, the government relied on loosely-worded national security laws –
in this instance article 79 of the penal code, which vaguely prohibits
activities aimed at “overthrowing the government”– to prosecute
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people engaged in the exercise of their fundamental human rights.
They were arrested between August and December 2011 and held for
more than a year before being put on trial.
The case of Le Van Son (also known as Paulus Le Son), a 27-year-old
blogger whose postings reported on land disputes, assaults by local
authorities on fellow activists, police abuse, and discrimination
against HIV patients shows the misuse of the courts for political
purposes. Before he was arrested, Le Van Son tried to observe the trials
of other dissidents, such as the prominent legal activist Cu Huy Ha Vu.
Many of the 14 are affiliated with the Redemptorist Thai Ha church in
Hanoi and Ky Dong church in Ho Chi Minh City, known for strongly
backing bloggers and other peaceful religious and rights activists. Over
the last two years, both churches have regularly held prayer vigils
expressing support for those they consider prisoners of conscience and
detainees otherwise held for their political or religious belief.
Redemptorist activists have been a growing voice among Vietnamese
movements for democracy and human rights in recent years, especially
in areas where they have a considerable presence, such as Nghe An,
Hanoi, and Ho Chi Minh City. Some Redemptorist churches and parishes
have become centers of dissent. Religiously affiliated activists have been
targeted for arrest and other forms of harassment and intimidation,
including restrictions on movement, violent assaults on individuals, and
the deployment of armed security forces around churches.
Following are the sentences handed out to the peaceful activists: Dang
Ngoc Minh, 55, 3 years imprisonment, 2 years house arrest; Dang Xuan
Dieu, 33, 13 years imprisonment, 5 years house arrest; Ho Duc Hoa, 38,
13 years imprisonment, 5 years house arrest; Ho Van Oanh, 27, 3 years
imprisonment, 2 years house arrest; Paulus Le Van Son, 27, 13 years
imprisonment, 5 years house arrest; Nguyen Dang Minh Man, 27, 8
years imprisonment, 5 years house arrest; Nguyen Dang Vinh Phuc, 32,
3 years imprisonment (conditionally suspended); Nguyen Dinh Cuong,
31, 4 years imprisonment, 3 years house arrest; Nguyen Van Duyet, 32,
6 years imprisonment, 4 years house arrest; Nguyen Van Oai, 31, 3 years
imprisonment, 2 years house arrest; Nguyen Xuan Anh, 30, 3 years
imprisonment, 2 years house arrest; Nong Hung Anh, 29, 5 years
imprisonment, 3 years house arrest; Thai Van Dung, 24, 5 years
imprisonment, 3 years house arrest; Tran Minh Nhat, 24, 4 years in
prison, 3 years house arrest. [4]

January
9

Police manhandle bloggers

January
26

Blogger held, put in mental ward

Showing sensitivity of the case (see January 9, above), large numbers of
police were deployed at the court. Police temporarily detained and
manhandled a number of bloggers who attempted to attend the trial. [5]

Vietnamese authorities arrested a blogger critical of the government
and threw him into a mental institution.
Le Anh Hung was taken away from his workplace by security
officials and his friends later discovered that he was interned
in a mental institution in the capital Hanoi.

Le Anh Hung

The 40-year-old blogger had in the past been subjected to
repeated interrogations, threats, and harassment by the
police over his writings denouncing instances of corruption
and power abuse among top-level ruling Communist Party and
government officials.
Six secret security agents held Le Anh Hung at his workplace in northern
Hung Yen city and told his boss they needed to see him about 'matters
concerning temporary residence papers.'
They then forced him into their car and took him away without any
explanation. He was later found to be interned in the 'Social Support
Center No. 2' in Ung Hoa, Hanoi, a center for mentally ill. [6]

January
28

22 peaceful activists receive sentences
ranging from 10 years to life
A court sentenced 22 activists for
"aiming to overthrow" the one-party
communist government. The verdict
against the members of Hoi Dong
Cong Luat Cong An Bia Son was
delivered by a court in Phu Yen
province following a five-day trial.

Photo: AFP.

The group, whose name translates as
the Council for the Laws and Public
Affairs of Bia Son, is led by 65-year old
Phan Van Thu and is considered a terrorist organization by Vietnamese
authorities, who say it has several hundred members and branches in a
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number of central and southern provinces. It is in fact a nonviolent
group which had pledged to protect the environment in Phu Yen. The
Council for the Laws and Public Affairs of Bia Son believed in the
prophecies of a 16th century oracle named Nguyen Binh Khiem and had
dreamed of building a utopia based on the balance of science, nature,
and humankind.
According to state media, the group had built up their numbers while
pretending to operate an ecotourism site in Phu Yen province and had
been distributing anti-government documents before their arrest in
February last year. The group's court-appointed lawyer, Nguyen Huong
Que, said that most of his clients had "admitted their crime of aiming to
overthrow the people's administration" and that the sentences were
"adequate for their crimes," Agence France-Presse reported.
They did not have the right to a fair trial and their court-appointed
lawyers had accepted the sentences proposed without discussion.
The group was originally charged with "abusing
democratic freedoms to infringe on the interests of the
State," under Article 258 of the Penal Code, which
carries a maximum sentence of seven years, but the
charges against them were changed in April 2012 to
"subversion" under Article 79 which is punishable by
the death penalty.

Phan Van Thu.
Photo: AFP.

February
1

Phan Van Thu (Tran Cong) – lifetime; Phan Thanh Y –
14 years; Phan Thanh Tuong – 10 years; Ta Khu – 16
years; Tran Phi Dung – 13 years; Tran Quan – 12 years; Tu Thien Luong
– 16 years; Vo Ngoc Cu – 16 years; Vo Thanh Le – 16 years; Vo Tiet – 16
years; Vuong Tan Son – 17 years; Do Thi Hong – 13 years; Doan Dinh
Nam – 16 years; Doan Van Cu – 14 years; Le Duc Dong – 12 years; Le
Duy Loc – 17 years; Le Phuc – 15 years; Le Trong Cu – 12 years; Luong
Nhat Quang – 12 years; Nguyen Dinh – 14 years; Nguyen Ky Lac – 16
years; Nguyen Thai Binh – 12 years. [7]

Prominent jailed dissident moved without
explanation
Nguyen Van Hai was moved to another prison, Xuan Moc, by authorities,
without notifying family members or providing them with a reason. He
has been isolated from other prisoners. Hai has been held at nine
different prison camps since his arrest in 2008 and his case has been

adopted by the U.N. Working Group on Arbitrary Detention. (See April
26 for more.) [8]

February
8

Dissident activist arrested

February
17

Hanoi activists barred from paying tribute
to Vietnamese soldiers

(See September 11 for sentence and December 23 for appeal.) Ngo Hao
was accused of writing and circulating false information about the
government and defaming its leaders from 2008 to 2012. He was also
accused of using peaceful means to promote a revolution similar to the
Arab Spring uprisings, and of working with Bloc 8406, a dissident group
formed in 2006 that wants multi-party democracy. [9]

Authorities in Hanoi barred a group of activists from paying tribute to
Vietnamese soldiers who died in a war with China more than three
decades ago amid tensions over an ongoing territorial dispute.
Some 30 activists, mostly bloggers and intellectuals who have spoken
out against Vietnam’s current policies toward Beijing, went to lay
flowers at memorials in the former capital on Sunday, the anniversary of
China’s short-lived invasion of Vietnam in 1979. They made the visits
following an online call to honor Vietnamese soldiers who died during
the invasion and in fighting over the Spratly and Paracel Islands, disputed
territories in the South China Sea that have provoked a series of protests
against Chinese territorial aggression over the past two years. However,
police and security officers blocked the group, which also included
Hanoi’s former ambassador to China General Nguyen Trong Vinh, from
approaching the monuments and laying the flowers.
Local blogger Nguyen Tuong Thuy said that when the group arrived at
their first stop, a memorial for the war with France, the monument was
closed off with fence and rope and police cars, plainclothes police, and
other security personnel were guarding the area. [10]

February
26

Reporter fired for critical essay
A state-run newspaper in Vietnam fired a journalist after he criticized
the ruling Communist Party general secretary for speaking out against
political reforms.
The official Family and Society newspaper announced its decision to fire
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reporter Nguyen Dac Kien for “violating the rules of his contract” and
said it was disassociating itself from his views in a statement issued.
The announcement of his sacking came less than 24 hours after Kien’s
essay, which criticized a recent speech by Communist Party general
secretary Nguyen Phu Trong, became a viral sensation online
in Vietnam.
“My awareness of citizen’s rights did not come yesterday or
the day before—it has been a long process. The motivation to
express that awareness came after listening to what [Trong]
said on television,” he said.

Nguyen Dac Kien
(Photo: Kien/Facebook)

In an address carried on national television, Trong had
lambasted a recent “deterioration” of the country’s morals
and ethics and slammed critics who had called for the removal of a
constitutional provision that underlines the leadership role of the
Communist Party; Article 4 states that the Communist Party “is the force
assuming leadership of the State and society.”
“People take these ideas and express them through the mass media. If
that isn’t contributing to deterioration, what is?" Trong asked.
Kien wrote in response: “If you and your comrades want to keep Article
4, maintain your leadership, politicize the military, and do not want
pluralism or separation of powers, then it is your own wish and your
Party’s. You can’t assume that is the wish of the Vietnamese people.”
Kien also said that despite the popularity of his article, he had done
nothing especially courageous and that “anybody who is pushing for
Vietnamese democracy has to make the same sacrifices I have.”
“My words are for everybody … In a free country, [what I did] is a normal
thing. I hope we can all join hands to push for freedom and democracy
in Vietnam.” [11]

March
12

Buddhist Youth Leader (Le Cong Cau)
risks prosecution for writing articles
criticizing the Communist Party of Vietnam
Human rights defender, Le Cong Cau, Head of the Unified Buddhist
Church of Vietnam’s (UBCV) Buddhist Youth Movement Commission, is

an active coordinator of UBCV activities, including on human rights
issues, in the central province of Thua Thien-Hue.
Mr. Le Cong Cau was threatened with prosecution by the police after his
articles criticizing the policies of the State authorities for violations of
freedom of religion and its management of territorial disputes with
China were posted on the Internet. He is accused of violating Article 87
of the Vietnamese Criminal Code on “undermining the unity policy” and
Article 88 on “circulating anti-state
propaganda”. These offences carry
prison sentences of up to fifteen and
twenty years.

Le Cong Cau (standing,
right) addresses a
UBCV meeting in Ho
Chi Minh City in 2012.
Photo: IBIB.

March
15

Mr. Le Cong Cau was summoned by
the Security Police to come for a
“working session” at the Truong An
district police station the following
day. For the next two and a half days
(March 13 to 15, 2013) he was
subjected
to
intensive
interrogations. Before releasing him
on March 15, the police declared
that they had obtained “sufficient evidence” to prosecute him under
Articles 87 and 88 of the Criminal Code.
Specifically, the police accused Le Cong Cau of criticizing the Vietnamese
Communist Party (VCP) and calling for political change; advocating on
behalf of the UBCV; and denouncing the State-sponsored Vietnam
Buddhist Sangha (VBS) as a political tool of the regime. Whilst admitting
he had written on all these subjects, Le Cong Cau declared that he was
expressing legitimate peaceful opinions in accordance with the
Vietnamese Constitution and with international law, and thereby had
committed no crime. [12]

Buddhist Youth Leader forced to admit to
his “crimes”
(See March 12 for more.) On the last day of the interrogation, on March
15, Officer Chung made Le Cong Cau write a statement admitting that
he had written articles advocating political pluralism, predicting the
imminent demise of the Communist regime, accusing the Statesponsored VBS of being a political tool of the VCP, and accusing the VCP
of: selling off Vietnamese waters and lands, being submissive to China
and repressive towards the Vietnamese people, and persecuting
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religions and repressing pro-democracy activists and human rights
defenders.
Le Cong Cau wrote the statement, but refused to recognize these acts as
crimes. He tried to add: “I stand by my convictions and ideals. Everything
I have done is in line with the rights enshrined in the Vietnamese
Constitution. All those who try to prevent me are violating our
Constitution. I refuse to collaborate with those who trample on the
Vietnamese Constitution.” Police struck these words off the statement.
[13]

March
16

Hmong Christian leader and wife arrested

March
17

Hmong Christian leader beaten to death in
police custody

Vam Ngaij Vaj and his wife were arrested for “illegally destroying the
forest” when they were clearing brush from their own field and
property. (See March 17 for more.) [14]

Police beat Vam Ngaij Vaj around his neck and shoulders and likely used
electric shock on him, resulting in his death.
“They think he could have been electrocuted as well
as beaten,” said a Hmong Christian leader in Vietnam.
Vaj, of Cu Jut District, Dak Nong Province in Vietnam’s
Central Highlands, and his wife were clearing brush
from their field in nearby Dak Ha Commune of Dak
Glong District when they were arrested for “illegally
destroying the forest” on March 16.

The body of Vam Ngaij
Vaj, who died in police
custody in Vietnam’s
Central Highlands.

After the husband and wife were transported to a
police station in Gia Nghia Town and placed in
separate cells, Vaj was savagely beaten and tortured
by police. The killing has terrorized the Hmong Christian community.
Police informed Vaj’s younger brother that an autopsy would be
performed, and officers subsequently announced that he had died from
electric shock by placing his hand in an electrical outlet. However, a
photo of Vaj’s neck and shoulders show signs of severe trauma. Those
who saw the corpse said they suspected electric shock had been used,
consistent with the announced cause of death. [15]

March
18

Police knocks down family member of
deceased man at funeral
Hundreds of protesters clashed with riot police during a funeral in
northern Vietnam, in a rare incident highlighting the alleged impunity
enjoyed by top-ranked officials in the one-party communist nation.
The violence broke out in the Vinh Phuc provincial capital Vinh Yen,
according to the Tuoi Tre daily, following the death of Nguyen Tuan Anh,
whose mutilated body was discovered in a sewer drain in nearby Hoi
Hop commune earlier in the day. Initial findings from a police
investigation indicated that Anh had drowned, but family members
rejected the claim, alleging that he had been murdered by the son-inlaw of Phung Quang Hung, chairman of Vinh Phuc province, during a
gang attack. They have called for a new investigation.
A resident of the town said that police had been powerless to restrain
the large number of mourners, who had gathered to protest after
authorities announced Anh’s death. “I only know that the body was
found in a kind of sewage ditch and that authorities said he drowned,”
the Vinh Yen resident said.
Photos and video clips circulated online by Vietnamese netizens showed
police trying to hold back a surging crowd of hundreds as they paraded
Anh’s coffin through the town, demanding justice. A police officer also
knocked down one of Anh’s family members. [16]

March
20

Human rights activist barred from getting
medical treatment
An activist who was imprisoned under Article 88 over her outspoken
blog posts, Pham Thanh Nghien, said that authorities overseeing her
house arrest are barring her from getting medical treatment.
Nghien, who has been kept under “probationary detention” or house
arrest in Haiphong since her release from a four-year prison sentence in
September 2012, said she needs treatment at a Ho Chi Minh City
hospital, but police have not responded to her request. [17]

March
21

Police harass blogger’s sister
Authorities stepped up their harassment of an outspoken blogger’s
dissident family. Huynh Khanh Vy, the sister of online political and social
commentator Huynh Thuc Vy, and her husband have been targeted for
frequent residence permit checks and have lost job and study
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opportunities because of police intervention. Khanh Vy, Thuc Vy, and
their brother Huynh Trong Hieu, are the children of dissident writer
Huynh Ngoc Tuan, who previously served 10 years in jail.
Police have harassed the Huynh family at their home in Quang Nam
province in recent years since Thuc Vy and Tuan’s blogs began receiving
attention. Now authorities are targeting Khanh Vy and her husband at
their current home in Danang, and her husband has lost his job since
joining the family. Because Khanh Vy was born in a family deemed
‘counter-revolutionary,’ she has had to face a lot of harassment and
repression by the communist government—both she and her husband
are targets. Her husband has been unemployed since they got married
because of police intervention at his company (they also confiscated his
computer). Khanh Vy’s plans to study abroad have also been thwarted
by the authorities: she had asked her former teacher to give her a
reference letter, which her teacher happily agreed to, but then later told
her husband that the police had sent a request to the university
department asking them to not use the university’s stamp on her letter.
Police have also conducted frequent household registration permit
checks, conducting activities such as ‘temporary residence’ checks at
night and intervening with their landlord to get their lease terminated.
On March 21, as soon as her writing about the police harassment was
posted on the internet, the police came to do a residence check. [18]

March
25

Political prisoner seriously ill due to
inadequate medical care
The health of one of Vietnam’s
longest-held political prisoners is
deteriorating rapidly and he is
seeking medical parole, raising
concerns about inadequate medical
care in the prison.

Nguyen Huu Cau in
prison. Photo: (left)
VCHR, (right) Patriotic
Youth League.

Poet Nguyen Huu Cau, 66, who is
serving a life sentence for
“sabotage” over his writings that
exposed corruption by ruling
Communist Party officials, is nearly
blind and mostly deaf, and is
complaining of low blood flow to the brain while he suffers from a heart
condition.

Cau’s daughter Nguyen Thi Anh Thu, who visited him at the Z30A Xuan
Loc prison camp in Dong Nai province after prison officials called to
notify her of his worsening condition, said his health was failing.
“My father is very weak. He said he has low cerebral blood flow, and
because of it he has been fainting frequently over the past ten days,”
Thu said after the visit to the prison, which is one of Vietnam’s main
facilities for political prisoners. “He said he feels very ill. He could not
talk much and he had to pause a lot in conversation to catch his breath,
and I saw that his walk was weak too,” said Thu, who had also visited her
father earlier in the month.
Cau told her the quality of care at the prison clinic was poor and asked
her to submit a request for medical parole so that he could receive
treatment elsewhere. Cau’s weak health is a result of harsh detention
conditions and inadequate medical care over years in prison.
He has spent a total of 37 years in detention, including periods in solitary
confinement at Xuan Loc, and his health has worsened over the past few
years. A former officer in the South Vietnamese army, Cau served six
years in a re-education camp after he was arrested in 1975 at the end of
the Vietnam War. He was arrested again in 1982 over poems and songs
he wrote about corruption and abuse of power by officials and was later
sentenced to death.
In prison, he has written hundreds of letters to authorities, maintaining
his innocence and demanding a retrial, but has not received a reply. [19]

March
25

Inadequate medical care for political
prisoners
Do Van Thai, 53, contracted HIV/AIDS while in prison and is receiving no
treatment for the condition. Nguyen Tuan Nam, 77, suffers from lung
inflammation and chronic back pain and cannot walk without help. [20]

March
28

Officials work hand in glove with human
traffickers
Vietnamese officials worked hand in glove with human traffickers in a
case in which 15 Vietnamese women were forced into sex slavery in a
brothel in Russia. Traffickers evaded Russian authorities through tip-offs
from officials at the Vietnamese embassy in Moscow. The brothel in
concern is one of many in Russia that run under the tutelage and
protection of some officials at the Vietnamese embassy in Moscow.
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Through links between Nguyen Dong Trieu, a consular envoy at the
embassy, who is a relative of the partner of Thuy An (brothel runner),
the ring evaded being closed down by police. In the first attempted raid
on the brothel, Russian police found an empty apartment after embassy
officials—who were informed of the raid by police according to standard
protocol for similar actions involving Vietnamese citizens—tipped off
the traffickers. The embassy officials notified the traffickers so the
traffickers moved all the victims just two hours before the raid.
Huynh Thi Be Huong, one of the women who was able to escape and
return to Vietnam, said that Trieu had refused to help her when she and
four of the other women contacted him during a brief escape from the
brothel in January. She and the other women were recaptured by the
brothel owners shortly after telling Trieu of their whereabouts, said Be
Huong, whose sister in the U.S. contacted CAMSA (Coalition to Abolish
Modern-Day Slavery in Asia) about her plight.
In the end, all 15 victims were successfully rescued. [21]

April
4

Blogger’s home targeted with rank liquid,
venomous snakes
A prominent rights activist that he and his family in central Vietnam have
been victimized by what he believes are agents hired by local security
forces to threaten him over his online criticism against the state.
The once-imprisoned Huynh Ngoc Tuan,
50, said that the attack occurred at 12:30
a.m. when two assailants pulled up to his
home in Quang Nam province on a
motorbike and threw rank liquid near his
bedroom.
In the light from his neighbor's house, he
saw the backs of two young men. He saw
that the water was thick and contained
fish heads and organs, as well as some
human excrement. The stench was
overpowering.

Huynh Ngoc Tuan

The family spent the entire night cleaning the house, Tuan said, but was
unable to get rid of the stench.

Security agents recently threw two venomous snakes into daughter
Huynh Thuc Vy's home as a warning to stop her blogging activities as a
political and social commentator. [22]

April
8

Prominent land rights activist harassed
and attacked by government agents
Bui Thi Minh Hang was harassed and attacked by government agents.
They had followed her from her hometown of Vung Tau to Hanoi over
a lawsuit she had filed. [23]

April
9

Dissidents attacked by police-linked thugs
Unidentified assailants believed to be connected to the police ambushed
and severely beat dissident Nguyen Chi Duc.
Five or six men appeared
suddenly from a bush and beat
him with heavy sticks, knocking
him off his motorbike, as he was
on his way for lunch near his office
at Thang Long industrial park in
Hanoi.
The attack appeared to be in
retaliation for his protection of
land-rights activist Bui Minh Hang
from harassment a day earlier.

Nguyen Chi Duc
displays his wounded
face following an
ambush. Photo: Blog
Teu.

"I am 100 percent convinced that it was policemen who attacked me,"
Duc said, adding that his attackers kicked him in the face and struck
repeatedly at his head, which he covered with his arms. [24]

April
17

Authorities mistreat jailed activists
At least eight of 14 Vietnamese activists jailed on January 9 on charges
of plotting to overthrow the government have been subjected to
mistreatment in prison.
Ho Duc Hoa, Thai Van Dung, Paulus Le Son, Nguyen Xuan Anh, Tran
Minh Nhat, Nguyen Dinh Cuong, Ho Van Oanh, and Nguyen Van Duyet,
have faced various deprivations and abuses, including assault and having
their medicine withheld. Paulus Le Son, a 28-year-old Catholic blogger,
was denied medicine and was refused access to newspapers, books, and
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writing materials. Ho Van Oanh was denied the chance to submit a
written request for a Bible. Tran Minh Nhat was physically assaulted by
a prison official two months previously because he was singing in his cell.
Dang Xuan Dieu had submitted a petition calling for a new investigation
and trial altogether, arguing that the indictment was invalid due to
fabricated information, but his request was denied. He was also not
allowed visitation from his lawyer or family since the trial. [25]

April
17

Blogger sentenced for “propaganda
against the state”
Blogger Pham Nguyen Thanh Binh was sentenced to three years in
prison for conducting “propaganda against the state.” Binh, 30, was
sentenced under Article 88 of the Vietnamese Penal Code and will also
serve three years of probation following the completion of his jail term
during which he will forgo his rights as a citizen.
Binh had allegedly posted articles online about political, economic, and
social issues in Vietnam for Nguyen Xuan Chau, the leader of an exiled
“reactionary group” called Nguoi Viet vi dan toc Viet (Vietnamese people
dedicated to Vietnam) based in Australia.
State-run media said that Binh wrote eight articles from January to May
2012 for Chau, who edited them and published them on his blog. The
report said the content of the articles were “against the guidelines of the
Communist Party of Vietnam and the Vietnamese government,” calling
them “made-up stories” of the private lives of several Party leaders that
were “aimed at inciting the people to act against” the state. [26]

April
18

Supreme court adjourns Catholic activists’
appeal trial
The Vietnamese Supreme Court adjourned to an unspecified date the
appeal trial of 14 young Catholics and Protestants from Vinh and Thanh
Hoa, convicted in January by a lower court on terrorism charges. The
appeal trial had been set for this day.
According to some, the decision is related to recent positions taken by
the US government and the European Parliament, who have openly
criticized the Vietnamese government for violations of human rights and
religious freedom.

In its letter announcing the postponement of the trial, the Court justified
its action claiming that some jury members were unable to attend
because they were detained elsewhere for "family reasons."
At the same time, the judges did not set a future date for the start of the
appeal process. One of the defence lawyers, who urged the court to pick
a day, was told that "today there are no dates on the calendar."
For the relatives of the accused, these moves are orchestrated by the
government, which is trying to "maintain" the climate of uncertainty
surrounding the trial in order to "discourage" potential opponents, at a
time when signatures are being collected across the country demanding
their release.
Bishops, priests, lay people and Buddhist monks have held prayers in
support of the group, which is increasingly becoming an "icon" of the
"non-violent" struggle against corruption. The defendants often said
that their action was meant to help the population, spreading news and
criticism about corruption among party and government members who
got rich during the financial crisis. [27]

April
26

Dissident blogger discriminated against in
prison
Nguyen Van Hai, popularly known by his
pen name Dieu Cay, is serving a 12-year
jail sentence for "conducting propaganda
against the state" after his online articles
slammed one-party communist rule in
Vietnam and highlighted alleged abuses
by the authorities.

Nguyen Van Hai (Dieu
Cay)

The blogger's ex-wife Duong Thi Tan and
the couple's son Nguyen Tri Dung learned
when they went to visit Hai at the Xuyen
Moc prison camp in southern Vietnam's
Ba Ria-Vung Tau province that he had
been transferred out of the facility without any notification to his family.
Prison officials refused to let them know where Hai, who suffers from
health problems, is being held.
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Hai has been held at nine different prison camps since his arrest in 2008
and his case has been adopted by the U.N. Working Group on Arbitrary
Detention.
Prison officials have also forced Hai to give up his belongings, kept him
from receiving newspapers mailed to him by relatives, and limited the
length of their visits with him. [28]

April
27

Authorities attack priests and bishop
united to the end single-party rule
Authorities in Trang Bom district, Dong Nai province, in the south-east
of Vietnam, have launched a harsh campaign against 28 priests of the
Diocese of Xuan Loc. They are being targeted by the People's
Committee, on charges of giving prominence to the bishop's campaign
in support of the reform of the 1992 Constitution for multiparty rule.
The letter sent by the leaders of the local administration is just the latest
episode in a long battle that sees the government pitted against the
Catholic prelates, deployed in support of the people in the defense of
basic rights.
At the request of Msgr. Dominique Nguyen Chu Trinh, the priests of the
district of Trang Bom have organized a campaign to explain and publicize
the prelates' open letter in support of the constitutional reform. It
includes reforms aimed at radical change of Vietnamese policy and
institutions in multiparty key.
In an attempt to prevent the initiative spreading further and to defend
the current state apparatus, the district authorities have attacked the
bishop and priests head on, distorting the facts and information
provided by the episcopate. [29]

May
5

Activists harassed, assaulted, detained for
having “human rights picnics”
A group of rights activists made a public call for people to meet and
discuss human rights issues at public parks in Hanoi, Nha Trang, and Ho
Chi Minh City. The authorities employed various devices to prevent
people from attending and dispersed those who arrived at the parks
in Nha Trang and Ho Chi Minh City.
In advance of the May 5 picnics, police put a number of bloggers under
house arrest so they could not attend the events. In Hanoi, blogger
Phuong Bich (also known as Dang Bich Phuong) reported that under

police instruction, 14
people blocked her
hallway so she could
not leave her house.

Left: Nguyen Hoang
Vi’s sister, Nguyen
Thao Chi, had three
teeth knocked out by
security forces; Right:
Nguyen Hoang Vi’s
mother, Nguyen Thi
Cuc, was burned on her
forehead with a
cigarette. Photo: VRNs.

Blogger Tran Thi Thuy
Nga and her two sons,
aged 3 years and 5
months, came from Ha
Nam to Hanoi so they
could
attend
the
human rights picnic at
Nghia Do Park. Police pressured a motel owner to kick Nga and her sons
out during the rain at midnight. Nga and her sons had no choice but to
sleep on the sidewalk until her friends came to help them.
In Ho Chi Minh City, police and members of the local civil defense force
blocked Giac Hoa pagoda of the Unified Buddhist Church of Vietnam and
prohibited Venerable Thich Vien Hy and other monks from leaving the
pagoda. Blogger Trinh Kim Tien (a.k.a. Trinh Kim Kim) and her husband
Nguyen Ho Nhat Thanh (a.k.a. Paolo Thanh Nguyen) were not allowed
to leave their house, even to buy food.
The police also employed other methods to prevent the human rights
picnics from occurring. In Hanoi, youth delegations were sent to
intimidate picnickers at Nghia Do Park, chanting slogans such as “Long
Live the Glorious Communist Party of Vietnam” and “Long Live Ho Chi
Minh.”
In Nha Trang, police and members of the Communist Youth League
occupied Bach Dang Park where activists planned to meet and held their
own picnic with loudspeakers. Blogger Nguyen Ngoc Nhu Quynh (a.k.a.
Mother Mushroom), the planned moderator for the discussion in Nha
Trang, was escorted by police officers to a café where she held a
spontaneous human rights talk and distributed copies of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights to members of the security force and
several café customers. Her mobile phone was blocked so she could
neither receive nor make any calls during the entire “picnic” at the café.
In Ho Chi Minh City, police sent workers to cut down branches of trees
at April 30 Park outside Independence Palace so people could not sit in
the shade on a very hot day. Workers in blue uniforms were sent to spray
water on spotlessly clean pathways and sidewalks to chase people away.
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Left: Rights activist
Nguyen Hoang Vi
distributes copies of the
Universal Declaration of
Human Rights to people
at the park on May 5,
2013; Right: Blogger
Pham Thanh Nghien
and her 77-year-old
mother hold their own
“human rights picnic” in
their yard. Photo: Dan
Lam Bao.

Rights activists Nguyen Hoang Vi (a.k.a. An Do Nguyen), the planned
moderator for the discussion in Ho Chi Minh City, and Vu Quoc Anh
(a.k.a. August Anh) were detained shortly after they distributed copies
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights to people at the park. Vu
Quoc Anh was beaten both during the arrest and interrogation for
refusing to cooperate with the police. Nguyen Hoang Vi’s personal
belongings, including her cell phone and iPad, were confiscated. The
next day, Nguyen Hoang Vi and her family went to the police station in
Phu Thanh ward, Tan Phu district, to demand her belongings back. They
were surrounded by members of the security force, the Communist
Youth League, the Women’s Union, and the Civil Defense orce, and
beaten outside Phu Thanh police station. Vi’s mother, Nguyen Thi Cuc,
was burned with a cigarette on her forehead and kicked. Nguyen Hoang
Vi was punched in the face. Her sister Nguyen Thao Chi had three teeth
knocked out. Rights activist Chau Van Thi (a.k.a. Yeu Nuoc Viet) tried to
protect Nguyen Thao Chi and was also beaten. [30]
Police arrested at least five people at the picnics. [31]

May
5

Police use violence against bloggers at
home human rights picnic
Pham Thanh Nghien, a blogger who has been under house arrest in Hai
Phong since her release in September 2012, after four years in prison,
tried to show her support for the movement by organizing a picnic in her
garden with her mother.

Photo:

But when she began reading the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
out loud, she and her mother were attacked by the police officers
responsible for keeping them under surveillance.
Nguyen Hoang Vi.
Photo:
danlambaovn.blogspot.fr

In Saigon, the bloggers Vu Sy Hoanh (“Hanh Nhan”) and Nguyen Hoang
Vi were able to organize a gathering in a public park and distribute
copies of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in Vietnamese. They

were allowed to talk in small groups for an hour until evicted by
municipal employees in civilian dress on the pretext that the grass
needed watering.
The municipal employees used force when they objected to being made
to leave. Hoanh and Vi were badly beaten and arrested. The police held
Vi at a police station until 3 a.m. on 6 May and confiscated her
smartphone and tablet computer without issuing any receipt. [32]

May
5

Banned Buddhist group’s pagoda
blockaded
Security forces in southern Vietnam surrounded the pagoda of a banned
Buddhist group and barred monks from leaving the monastery.
The blockade of the Giac Hoa Pagoda belonging to the banned Unified
Buddhist Church of Vietnam (UBCV) in Ho Chi Minh City came as activists
gathered in parks in cities across the country to stage “picnic”
demonstrations calling for protection of human rights.
Some 50 security personnel including police and plainclothes agents
surrounded the pagoda.
The head of the pagoda Thich Vien Hy and UBCV deputy leader Thich
Vien Dinh were pushed back inside by a “gang” of plainclothes agents
who surrounded their car when they tried to leave the monastery.
The two were going to another monastery to visit UBCV patriarch Thich
Quang Do, who has called on followers to support public protests in
Vietnam’s cities in recent years.
Security agents refused to provide a police warrant or explanation for
why the monks were not allowed to leave, except to say they had
“orders from above.”
Other monks were also barred from leaving the monastery to conduct
prayers or funeral services for local Buddhists. [33]

May
10

Netizen prize winner prevented from taking
international flight
Winner of the 2013 Netizen Prize, which Reporters Without Borders
awards annually with support from Google, Huynh Ngoc Chenh and his
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daughter were stopped at Ho Chi Minh City airport
as they were about to board a flight to the United
States.
Reporters Without Borders regards the travel ban
as a reprisal for Chenh’s blogging and staunch
defence of freedom of expression. His influence as
a blogger is growing both within Vietnam as well as
internationally and the Netizen Prize is thought to
play a role in the decision to impose the ban.
Huynh Ngoc Chenh

Chenh’s blog is very popular in Vietnam although it is blocked by the
authorities and can be accessed only by using censorship circumvention
software. Reporters Without Borders has described it as “an example to
follow” in a country where freedom of information is openly flouted.
When awarded the Netizen Prize on World Day Against CyberCensorship, Chenh said in a phone call from Vietnam: “This award
represents a great deal for me. It is a new source of inspiration. It is also
and above all a reward and sign of hope for bloggers and independent
journalists in Vietnam, and all those who are being denied their right to
freedom of expression.”
He added: “The international community’s support will give us more
courage to continue our struggle for freedom of information. It will help
all of us to overcome our fears and speak more freely.”
“Many bloggers have, like me, been forbidden to leave the country,
which is a human rights violation,” Chenh told Reporters Without
Borders. “Vague reasons are usually given for these bans such as
national security, the reason given in my case. They are reprisals that the
Vietnamese authorities use with bloggers they don’t like. The bans just
reinforce the feeling that a blog to press for more rights is essential.” [34]

May
15

“Decision 20” silences 16 foreign TV
channels
Reporters Without Borders is shocked by a government decree, called
Decision 20/2011/QD-TTG, which prevents local retransmission of four
categories of foreign TV channels by requiring them to pay for
simultaneous translation of all their programming into Vietnamese.
Vietnam Satellite Digital Television Company (VSTV), a pay-TV operator
launched by French broadcaster Canal+ and Vietnam’s national TV

broadcaster, suspended retransmission of 21 TV channels including
CNN, BBC and Star World as soon as the decree took effect.
“We call for the immediate withdrawal of this decree, which clearly aims
to force foreign TV channels to pull out of Vietnam,” Reporters Without
Borders said. “Complying with the decree would be too costly for all of
the channels. But aside from the costs involved and the difficulty of
implementation, this decree opens the way to all kinds of censorship.
We are very worried by the reduction in availability of news and
information in Vietnam that may result from this decree if the
international channels concerned and the companies in charge of their
local retransmission do not do everything in their power to continue.”
The four categories affected by the decree are movie channels, news
channels, channels offering scientific and education programmes, and
documentaries, and channels offering entertainment, sport and music.
VSTV, which offers a mix of local and international satellite stations
called K+, was the first broadcaster to implement Decision 20. VSTV
spokesman Mai Nguyen told Agence France-Presse he would resume
broadcasting the channels that were ready to pay to comply with the
decree. To continue local retransmission, the international channels are
required to register with Vietnam’s information and communication
ministry and obtain a license that allows that to be provided with
translations by an agency approved by the government.
Licenses were granted to Cinemax, AXN HD, Star Movies HD, AXN and
Fox Sports Plus allowing them to resume broadcasting legally in Vietnam.
The 16 other K+ channels affected by the decree – Eurosport, Channel V,
Eurosport News, CNBC, NGC HD, Star World, MGM, CNN, Discovery
World HD, Diva Universal, Luxe TV, Channel News Asia, NHK World,
Arirang, BBC and TLC – have not been retransmitted. [35]

May
16

Two young activists jailed for distributing
leaflets
A court in southern Vietnam
sentenced two young activists to
several years in prison for
distributing
“anti-government”
leaflets.
University
student
Nguyen
Phuong Uyen, 21, was sentenced
to six years in prison, while

Nguyen Phuong Uyen (left) and Dinh Nguyen Kha (right). Photo:
Dan Lam Bao/Human Rights Watch.
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computer repairman Dinh Nguyen Kha, 25, was given eight years in
prison that will be added to a previous two-year sentence from a
separate case.
The Long An provincial court found them guilty of spreading
“propaganda against the state” over leaflets they had handed out in Ho
Chi Minh City last year while protesting against China’s claims to islands
in the South China Sea.
They were convicted under Article 88 of the penal code, a provision
rights groups say the government has used to muzzle dissent, and both
will serve three years of house arrest following their prison terms.
According to their indictment, Uyen and Kha distributed leaflets signed
by overseas opposition group the Patriotic Youth League which accused
the communist party of allowing China to take over the country by
occupying its islands and exploiting its natural resources.
The Patriotic Youth League—a group
of students, artists, and young
professionals who promote social
justice and human rights in Vietnam
and which is banned in the country—
had in the leaflets urged people “to
take to the streets” against the
communists.
Supporters gathered outside the court
were barred from attending the trial,
as were some of the defendants’
relatives. [36]
Photo: AFP.

May
16

Khmer Krom monks defrocked, thrown
onto street, forced into hiding
Two ethnic Khmer monks escaped into hiding after an attempt by
Vietnamese government and religious authorities to strip them of their
religious status following accusations of anti-state activity.
Thach Thuol and Lieu Ny—both of the Ta Set pagoda in the Vinh Chau
district of Soc Trang province—evaded arrest when hundreds of local
Buddhists blocked police efforts to detain them. About 100 plainclothes

police officers entered the pagoda to arrest the two. They both escaped
arrested, but the police officers came again a second time.
The state-controlled Patriotic United Buddhist Association of Soc Trang
province had announced two days before that they would force the
monks to defrock, declaring in a statement by Buddhist leader Duong
Nhon that the two men had used phones and the Internet to give
interviews and transmit “fabricated information” about state policy
toward Vietnam’s ethnic Khmer Krom minority.
“That decision [to defrock us] was not correct,” monk Lieu Ny said,
“Monks can be defrocked only when they have violated [one or more]
of the Buddhist vows not to kill, steal, rape, or lie in order to harm others.
Because we are citizens we have to respect the law. But this decision by
Venerable Duong Nhon did not specifically state what rule we had
broken. I think this was a decision taken by the government of Vietnam.
They did everything. They only put Duong Nhon’s name under it and
forced him to sign.”
Meanwhile, a third Khmer monk, Ly Chanh Da of Vinh Chau’s Prey Chop
temple, was defrocked by local police and thrown unconscious into the
street. [37]

May
21

Khmer Krom monks arrested and tortured
More than 100 monks and other demonstrators railed against the
Vietnam government’s continued incarceration of two monks for their
alleged affiliation with Kampuchea Krom organizations.
Protesters at Phnom Penh’s
Freedom Park held banners
and portraits of three monks
– one of whom was released
– who, their supporters say,
were arrested and tortured,
by Vietnamese police in an
area of southern Vietnam
that was once part of the
Khmer empire and is
referred to by some as
Kampuchea Krom.

Kampuchea Krom
monks and supporters
protest in Phnom Penh.
Photo: Pha Lina.

“We need freedom to live, like Vietnamese people and other nations on
the world,” Thach Setha, Executive Director of the Khmer Kampuchea
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Krom Community said at the rally. “Living without freedom is
meaningless.”
Kleang provincial police forces in Vietnam surrounded the Prey Chhop
and Serei Tasek pagodas, arresting five monks and two members of the
pagodas for allegedly associating with foreign Khmer Krom Associations.
All were released, except monks Liv Ny and Thach Thoeun. [38]

May
21

Human rights activist bloggers held for
distributing declaration of human rights
A prominent blogger and her
two colleagues were briefly
detained by authorities in
southern Vietnam’s Khanh
Hoa
province
after
distributing leaflets and
balloons
promoting
international human rights
standards.

Nguyen Ngoc Nhu
Quynh (R) distributes
copies of the Universal
Declaration of Human
Rights in Nha Trang.
Photo: Nguyen Ngoc
Nhu Quynh.

May
23

Nguyen Ngoc Nhu Quynh—
who blogs as Me Nam in an
interview after her release
that she and her friends Pham Thanh Hai and Nguyen Tien Nam, also
known as Binh Nhi, were handing out copies of the United Nations’
Universal Declaration of Human Rights in Nha Trang city when they were
detained. [39]

Injustice reigns and 8 pro-democracy
activists lose appeal
Eight Vietnamese pro-democracy activists lost an appeal against their
conviction in January 2013 for "carrying out activities aimed at
overthrowing the people's administration". The court in Vinh City upheld
the convictions of all eight activists, reducing the sentences of four of
the group. The activists were all part of a group of fourteen human rights
defenders who were arrested in 2011 for ‘criminal activities’ that
included writing critical commentary of the government, distributing
these comments online, as well as participating in and encouraging
protests.

Family members and
supporters rally to
defend freedom for
human rights defenders
on May 23, 2013 in
Vinh City, Nghe An,
Vietnam. Photo:
ARTICLE 19.

May
26

June

During the closed trial,
international observers were
denied access to the court
proceedings. There was a
heavy police presence at the
court,
including
both
uniformed and plainclothes
officers
(some
reports
estimate around 200 in total)
who blocked the entrance to
the courthouse. The police
also detained a number of
supporters of the eight
human rights defenders,
including blogger Bui Thi Minh Hang, who was arrested while giving live
updates.
The eight pro-democracy activists, many of whom are bloggers and
citizen journalists, were charged under Article 79 of the Penal Code for
"carrying out activities aimed at overthrowing the people's
administration" – which allows for the protection of national security.
Sentences unchanged: Ho Duc Hoa – 13 years in prison, 5 years house
arrest; Thai Van Dung – 4 years in prison, 3 years house arrest; Tran
Minh Nhat – 4 years in prison, 3 years house arrest; Nguyen Dinh Cuong
– 4 years in prison, 3 years house arrest. Sentences reduced: Paulus Le
Son – 4 years in prison (from 13 years in prison, 5 years house arrest);
Nguyen Xuan Anh – 2 years in prison (from 3 years); Ho Van Oanh – 2.5
years in prison (from 3 years); Nguyen Van Duyet – 3.5 years in prison
(from 4 years). [40]

Blogger held over criticism


Ministry of Public Security officers arrested blogger Truong Duy Nhat for
“abusing democratic freedoms to infringe upon the interests of the
State, the legitimate rights and interests of organizations and/or
citizens,” according to the Vietnamese newspaper Thanh Nien. The
arrest at his home in Da Nang of the 49-year-old followed his posting on
his popular “A Different Perspective” blog of a call for the resignation of
Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung and ruling Communist
Party General Secretary Nguyen Phu Trong, blaming them for leading
Vietnam into worsening political and economic difficulties. [41]

Protesters against Chinese territorial
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aggression called “thieves” and beaten in
prison
Vietnamese authorities branded those protesting China’s territorial
aggression as “thieves and prostitutes” and brutally beat them at a
demonstration against the recent ramming of a Vietnamese trawler by
Chinese navy vessels.
Some of the protesters at the rally in Hanoi were taken to a detention
centre in batches before they
were freed, according to a
blogger who was among those
held.
Around 150 people protested
near central Hanoi’s Hoan
Kien Lake before security
guards hauled off “more than
20” of them onto waiting
buses, blogger Nguyen Huu
Vinh—also known online as
JB—said.

Plainclothes police
arrest protesters during
an anti-Chinese
territorial aggression
rally in Hanoi, June 2,
2013. Photo: AFP.

The gathering—at which demonstrators slammed Beijing’s aggression in
the disputed South China Sea and Hanoi’s reluctance to take a stronger
stand against its northern neighbor—marked a rare protest in the
tightly-controlled one-party communist state.
China claims sovereignty over nearly all of the resource-rich sea, which
has been a frequent focus of disputes over oil-exploration and fishing
rights.
Agence France-Presse said that two of its Vietnamese reporters covering
the demonstration were amongst those held and later released. [42]

June
7

Bloggers assaulted
Five men believed to be police officers assaulted 26-year-old blogger
Nguyen Hoang Vi (also known as An Do Nguyen) and legal activist Pham
Le Vuong Cac on a Ho Chi Minh City street. According to Vietnamese
bloggers, the attackers had been monitoring Nguyen Hoang Vi and her
family for several days and beat her into unconsciousness, leaving
wounds requiring hospital treatment. [43]

June
13

Blogger arrested

June
15

Internet campaign launcher arrested

Police arrested 61-year-old blogger Pham Viet Dao at his Hanoi home
for “abusing democratic freedoms,” according to an announcement by
the Ministry of Public Security, thus signaling his likely prosecution under
article 258. His website, like that of Truong Duy Nhat, had been critical
of a number of Vietnamese political leaders. [44]

Dinh Nhat Uy was arrested pursuant to article 258. His younger brother,
Dinh Nguyen Kha, had been sentenced to eight years in prison on May
16, 2013, for distributing leaflets critical of state foreign and domestic
policies.
Dinh Nhat Uy, 30, was arrested in Long An province after launching an
Internet campaign calling for his brother’s release and posting pictures
and notes on his Facebook account. He was accused of “distorting the
truth and badly influencing the prestige of state organizations,” as the
official news Agency VNA put it. [45]

June
19

Dissident’s lawyers face obstructions
ahead of trial
The brother of a prominent Vietnamese dissident lawyer detained on
tax evasion charges said attorneys have been refused access to court
documents ahead of his trial.
Le Quoc Quyet said that the legal team representing his older brother
Le Quoc Quan, who is also a blogger, had experienced frequent
standoffs with the authorities over legal documents since his case was
transferred to the Hanoi People’s Court in April.
Furthermore, authorities are bound by law to try a person facing tax
charges within 45 days of their case having been transferred to the
courts. However, the case documents have been at court for more than
two months, and the trial will take three months after they were
submitted. (Trial was further postponed. See October 2 for more.)
Authorities charged him with tax fraud, but also confiscated his stamp
to conduct business, which is against the law. Quan’s business, Solutions
Vietnam Co. Ltd., should have continued running while he was detained,
as the allegations of tax fraud have nothing to do with his company as
an entity. [46]
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June
24

Police and security forces beat
worshippers
More than 100 police and security forces beat and threw chairs at and
sprayed dirty sewage water on worshipers. The group of about 20
worshipers were trying to gather at the Quang Minh Tu pagoda to
observe the 74th anniversary of the founding of Hoa Hao, sect
indigenous to Vietnam which has some 2 million followers countrywide.
[47]

June
25

Police attack Hoa Hao anniversary
gathering
Vo Van Thanh Liem, the onceimprisoned head of the Quang Minh
Tu pagoda in Choi Moi district of An
Giang province, slashed his stomach
after police blocked his followers
from worshiping at the pagoda.
More than 100 police and security
forces beat, threw chairs at, sprayed
dirty sewage water on, and cursed
at worshipers.

Vo Van Thanh Liem is
carried by followers
after slashing his
stomach near the
Quang Minh Tu pagoda
in An Giang province,
June 25, 2013. Photo:
a Hoa Hao follower.

The worshipers were trying to gather at the pagoda to observe the 74th
anniversary of the founding of Hoa Hao, sect indigenous to Vietnam
which has some 2 million followers countrywide.
Vietnam’s government officially recognizes the religion but imposes
harsh controls on dissenting Hoa Hao groups who do not follow the
state-sanctioned branch.
The police had set up fences along the road to the pagoda and blocked
the worshipers from going there. To block them from the church, police
had thrown chairs at women’s heads and hit the men in the stomach. [48]

June
25

Blogger interrogated, books confiscated
27-year-old former medical student Tu Anh Tu, who has blogged
critically about Vietnam’s one-party communist government, said police
questioned him for several hours about his involvement in prodemocracy and protests against Chinese territorial aggression and his
relationships with dissident bloggers before releasing him.

He was taken into custody after some 15 police officers arrived at his
office in Tan Quang, Hung Yen province around 9:30 a.m., searching the
premises and seizing 20 copies of The Winning Side, a book by exjournalist and fellow blogger Huy Duc.
The book, a revisionist history of postwar Vietnam, is not officially
banned in the country, but state media have aired criticism of the
volume since its publication in the U.S. last year. Its author was
dismissed from his post at a state-run newspaper in 2009 after posting
criticism of the Cold War-era Soviet Union on his personal blog.
Tu’s sister Tu Minh Thu said high-ranking officers including colonels and
a lieutenant colonel had been among the 15 who searched Tu’s office
and took him into custody.
Tu was a student in the medical college of Thai Nguyen University until
he was kicked out over his participation in protests against Chinese
territorial aggression and pro-democracy protests, with police and the
school requesting that local authorities monitor him after his return to
his hometown. [49]

July
3

Authorities raid temple of “unofficial” Cao
Dai group, attack and arrest members
Local authorities in southern Vietnam violently broke into the temple of
an unofficial branch of the indigenous Cao Dai minority religious group,
the Long Binh temple, detaining a leader and several members.
The raid on Long Binh was launched at 7:30 a.m. by security officers of
local authorities and administrators of the government-approved Tien
Giang provincial Cao Dai church dressed not in religious garb but in
“plain clothes,” said temple leader Le Van Ngoc Diep while under
detention. They, along with local security people, broke the door of the
temple and attacked members inside. They used a big truck to break the
main gate.
There were about 60 people inside the temple, six of whom were
subsequently detained, including Le Van Ngoc Diep. The members were
ordered to hand over the temple. [50]

July
8

Dissident lawyer’s trial abruptly postponed
Vietnamese authorities abruptly postponed the trial of prominent
dissident lawyer Le Quoc Quan, saying the judge scheduled to hear the
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case is ill, while lawyers and relatives said the hearing was put off to
avoid publicity and international attention.
The Hanoi People’s Court announced the delay less than 24 hours before
Quan’s scheduled trial on tax evasion charges that international rights
groups contend are part of a political vendetta against the government
critic. [51]

July
18

Imprisoned human rights defender has leg
broken in prison
Paulus Le Son (see January 9, April 17, May 23) was severely beaten up
by prison guards because he did not greet them. Despite the fact that
his leg was broken and that he needed medical attention, he was put
into solitary confinement. His family, who visited him on August 21,
2013, noticed that Paulus Le Son was still in pain and had difficulty
walking. [86]

July 20

Imprisoned human rights defenders put in
solitary confinement for defending activist
Human rights defenders Messrs Vi Duc Hoi and Nguyen Van Oai were
ordered to be placed in solitary confinement for 6 months in retaliation
to their protest against the ill-treatment of fellow human rights
defender Mr Paulus Le Son (see July 18).
To challenge this mistreatment by the guards, Vi Duc Hoi, Nguyen Van
Oai and lands rights activist, Do Van Hoa filed a complaint against the
prison guards and, as a sign of protest, they also refused to work. In
addition, Vi Duc Hoi sent a petition to the President of Vietnam asking
him to look into the conditions of detention in Nam Ha prison. As a
retaliation for these actions, all three men were placed in solitary
confinement for 6 months. Although they are allowed family visits once
a month, they do not have access to legal counsel or a doctor. [87]

July
31

Catholic petitioners beaten by police
outside cathedral
Catholics praying for the resolution of land disputes outside Notre Dame
Cathedral in Ho Chi Minh City were forcibly removed and beaten by
police and security agents.
An unknown number of people praying in front of the statue of Our Lady,
just outside the Cathedral’s main entrance, were dragged onto buses by

police. Those who resisted were brutally beaten and had their mobile
phones taken away. Following the assault, several people had to be
taken to a hospital. In photographs of one young woman beaten by
police, her face is swollen and bruised and her mouth filled with dried
blood.
The petitioners had reportedly come to the church from their homes in
the South-eastern and South-western provinces to pray for the
resolution of land disputes after their land and property was seized by
the local authorities, according to reports posted on Dân Làm Báo, a
Vietnamese-language blog. Despite having participated in dozens of
lawsuits, the petitioners’ complaints have not been resolved. [52]

August
5

Bloggers who met with UN human rights
officials detained
Bloggers Phuong Dung and Thao Chi, who also took part in a July
meeting where they met with United Nations human rights officials and
advocacy and media groups were briefly detained on their return from
Bangkok to Vietnam. [53]

August
7

Jailed activist denied medical treatment,
fears cancer
Do Thi Minh Hanh was put in solitary confinement and is required to do
forced labour. Government officials set her up for brutal gang-style
beatings by detainees with criminal records, in full view of prison guards
who did not intervene. She is thin, sick, covered with skin lesions and
has pain in one of her breasts; that particular breast has been shrinking.
She has asked prison staff to allow her access to medical treatment for
what she and family suspects to be cancer, but any treatment has been
repeatedly denied. [85]

August
7

Reporter who investigates corruption
arrested for “corruption”
Reporters Without Borders questions award-winning investigative
reporter Vo Thanh Tung’s arrest in the southern province of Dong Nai
for suspected corruption.
Two people who had assisted Tung in previous investigations into
highway police corruption, identified only as Tai and Minh, were
arrested with him. Also known by the pen-names of Vo Tung and Duy
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Dong, Tung works for the newspaper Phap Luat TpHCM (Ho Chi Minh
City Law).
“We are puzzled by Tung’s arrest for alleged corruption, a subject he
specializes in covering,” Reporters Without Borders said. “There are
several reasons for thinking he was set up, starting with the presence of
many police officers at the very moment he was handed a lot of money.
We urge the authorities to explain this and other curious aspects and, if
necessary, to carry out an internal investigation.”
Tung was arrested by members of a Public Security Department crime
unit just as he was being handed a bundle of US banknotes in a hotel.
Police subsequently searched his home, and the homes of Tai and Minh.
Tung’s wife was summoned to Ho Chi Minh City yesterday so that she
and Tung could together sign a statement acknowledging that their
home was searched.
Reporters Without Borders has been told that the person who handed
him the money was the representative of an entrepreneur with business
links to many bars on Dong Nai province.
Tung, who began working for Phap Luat TpHCM last year, has made a
name for himself with investigative stories about police corruption with
such headlines as “The pain of always having to bribe Highway 20 traffic
police” and “Highway 20’s powerful gas stations.” He also criticized bar
owners in a story headlined “Pole dancing and drugs in Dong Nai
province bars.”
He won the top Ho Chi Minh City press award in June 2012 for exposing
the incorrect procedures used by the Dong Nai authorities to destroy 2.5
tons of rotten meat. [54]

August
16

Defense rights violated at two bloggers’
appeal hearing
On the eve of the appeal hearing, the three lawyers representing Dinh
Nguyen Kha and Nguyen Phuong Uyen – Ha Huy Son, Nguyen Thanh
Luong and Nguyen Van Mieng – were notified by the court that they
would not be allowed to defend the two bloggers, who ended up
defending themselves. No family members were allowed into the
courtroom either.
Strict controls prevented relatives and supporters of the two bloggers
from demonstrating outside the court. Instead they marched through

nearby streets with signs saying “Free Uyen and Kha” and “My child is
innocent.” The march ended when police grabbed the signs.
The appeal court reduced blogger Dinh Nguyen Kha’s sentence from
eight to four years in prison, and reduced fellow blogger Nguyen Phuong
Uyen’s sentence from six years in prison to a suspended sentence of
three years in prison. Both sentences still include three years of house
arrest. [55]

August
18

Jailed pastor beaten for refusing to plead
guilty
Lutheran Pastor Nguyen Cong Chinh, who had been sentenced to 11
years in prison, was beaten in jail for refusing to plead guilty, or admit
that his activism was a “crime.” He has been regularly beaten in
detention. [88]

September
1

New Decree goes into effect, banning
internet users from discussing the news
Known as Decree 72, the law restricts the use of blogs and social
networks to “providing or exchanging personal information” and bans
using them to share information from news sources.
“The announced decree is nothing less than the harshest offensive
against freedom of information since Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung
signed a decree imposing tough sanctions on the media in 2011,”
Reporters Without Borders said. “If it takes effect, Vietnamese will be
permanently deprived of the independent and outspoken information
that normally circulates in blogs and forums.
“The decree is both nonsensical and extremely dangerous. Its
implementation will require massive and constant government
surveillance of the entire Internet, an almost impossible challenge. But,
at the same time, it will reinforce the legislative arsenal available to the
authorities.
They will no longer have to charge independent news providers with
‘anti-government propaganda’ or ‘trying to overthrow the government.’
Instead, they will just have to set a few examples under the new law in
order to get the others to censor themselves. This decree’s barely veiled
goal is to keep the Communist Party in power at all costs by turning news
and information into a state monopoly.
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Until now, blogs and social networks have been important sources of
news and information for Vietnamese Internet users, and an effective
way of bypassing censorship. But Prime Minister Dung announced that
they could henceforth be used only to “provide or exchange personal
information.”
The news website VNExpress quoted Hoang Vinh Bao, the head of the
Broadcast and Electronic Information Department: “individuals should
not quote or share information from press agencies or websites of
government agencies.” [56]

September
2

Vietnam amnesty list ignores political
detainees
In one of the country’s largest mass pardons in years, the 15,466 inmates
including 1,842 women and 16 foreigners were released. However,
none of the country's prominent political prisoners were released. [57]

September
4

Writer Nguyen Xuan Nghia beaten in jail
Mrs Duong Thi Tan and Nguyen Tri Dung, ex-wife and son of blogger
Dieu Cay (Nguyen Van Hai), went to visit him at Prison Camp VI. Upon
hearing Dieu Cay hurriedly saying that “Uncle Nguyen Xuan Nghia has
been beaten by Tien,” all those guards attending there rose up and
disrupted the conversation between Dieu Cay and his son. The guards
said, “Do not speak of other matters.”
Writer Nguyen Xuan Nghia had been separated after announcing Dieu
Cay’s hunger strike through his wife. The assault may be a sign of
vengeance that Prison Camp VI keeps perpetrating upon him. [58]

September
4

Police open fire, crack down on Christian
protesters
In one of the bloodiest religious crackdowns in recent years in Vietnam,
police fired multiple gunshots and lobbed grenades in front of a church
as they violently dispersed hundreds of Catholics demanding the release
of two parishioners in a North Central Coast province. An unknown
number of people was rushed to hospital with injuries after being
beaten by police who also fired in the air in front of the My Yen church
in Nghe An province as several hundred parishioners rallied for the
release of the parishioners arrested for no valid reason two months
previously.

The police fired 15 gun shots in front of the My Yen church and also beat
some parishioners with electric batons. Some parishioners had to be
hospitalized. Nine to ten people were arrested.
Bloggers Nghiem Viet Anh and Bui Minh Hang shared a Vietnam
Redemptorist Church news website showing several people receiving
treatment for head, hand, stomach, and neck injuries.
Online reports said up to 3,000
policemen and soldiers may have
been mobilized in the crackdown.
One report said, "They shot and
threw grenades behind the My
Yen church."
At the hospital, police tried to
stop people from getting
treatment. Some patients were in
critical situation and have been
sent to Hanoi for treatment."
One of the injured
protesters lying in the
hospital in Nghe An
province, September 4,
2013. Photo:
Vietnamese
Redemptorists News.

Ngo Van Khoi and Nguyen Van Hai had been taken away in June by
suspected government security agents in June and have been held
without trial since then. Their families were informed they were being
held for “disturbing public order,” but no specific incidents were cited.

September
5

Authorities refuse to free two church
Parishioners, break up demonstration

[59]

Security remained tight in Nghi Phuong village in
Nghe An province one day after police opened fire in
front of the My Yen church as they moved to break
up a demonstration by hundreds demanding the
freedom of parishioners Ngo Van Khoi and Nguyen
Van Hai, who had been held without trial for nearly
three months.

Bruises from police beatings during the
crackdown on protests. Photo: Vietnamese
Redemptorists News.

"The village’s chairman lied to us. We're Catholics
and we only can pray," a parishioner said. "We did
not use violence but they treated us like that." [60]
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September
9

Police question bloggers after embassy
meetings
Vietnamese police summoned bloggers for questioning and accused
them of holding "illegal gatherings" at the U.S. and Swedish embassies
in Hanoi. The bloggers were conducting a campaign of meetings at
foreign embassies to lobby against Article 258, which makes it a crime
to speak or write in a way that infringes upon Vietnam's state interests.
The bloggers say the law is meant to curb free speech and dissent and
they want western governments to pressure Hanoi to repeal the
measure. Police say the gatherings at the embassies are illegal because
they did not have permits. [61]

September
11

Online activist jailed for 15 years

September
15

Vietnamese government and state TV
launch attacks on Bishop of Vinh

(See February 8 for arrest and December 23 for appeal.) A people’s
court sentenced 65-year-old dissident activist Ngo Hao to 15 years in
prison on a charge of trying to overthrow the government. The court did
not allow Hao to exercise his right to a fair defense and, except for his
son, did not allow his family to attend the hearing. His son, Ngo Minh
Tam, has voiced concern about his father’s health, which he says is
critical. The hearing had to be paused for several minutes because Hao
felt very tired but the judges did not agree to the request for an
adjournment. [62]

A report aired made slanderous accusations against Msgr. Paul Nguyen
Thai Hop and the local Catholic community. He is charged with revolting
and exploiting a story to create legal cases of religious persecution.
Vietnamese authorities, with the support of the media, launched a
violent attack against the Vinh diocese and Msgr. Paul Nguyen Thai Hop,
"guilty" of asking for the release of two parishioners imprisoned for
months without motive. In a 10-minute report broadcasted by state
television, harsh accusations were made against the prelate, guilty of
"lying, breaking the law on purpose and inciting to revolt" against Hanoi.
The authorities say the Catholics "artfully fabricated" a legal issue to
transform it into a case of "religious persecution." The smear campaign
was followed by threats against the Catholic community of My Yen and
Nghe An, with the promise of "new arrests" if the protests continued.
Along with the bishop, the Vietnamese authorities have also targeted

the website of the diocese of Vinh. Ngo Ba Hao (vice-president of the
Committee for telecommunications) sent an urgent letter to Msgr. Paul
sent asking him to shut down the Web site of the diocese or face legal
actions, as the Web site is operated without the government permission.
In fact, the government has never granted any such permission to
Church institutions. Due to pastoral needs, dioceses in Vietnam run
their websites at the risk of being prosecuted at any time. [63]

September
15

Nguyen Thi Duong Ha
holds a self-portrait by
her husband Cu Huy Ha
Vu in May 2013 shortly
before his first hunger
strike. Photo: Nguyen
Thi Duong Ha.

Jailed prominent activist has “politically
sensitive” artwork seized
Authorities seized the
works of well-known
legal
expert
and
dissident Cu Huy Ha Vu
on the grounds that
they were “politically
sensitive.” The prison
authorities found at
least one of his
paintings sensitive as it
had
depicted
his
grandson using a key to
unlock his chains. Most
of his drawings were of
his face and nothing
else.
Cu Huy Ha Vu had twice tried to sue the prime minister for abuse of
power, Vu was arrested in 2010 over online articles calling for a
multiparty state and is currently serving a seven-year prison sentence
for “conducting propaganda” against the state.
His wife, Nguyen Thi Duong Ha, who also represents Vu as his legal
counsel, said she had been repeatedly denied access to her husband
when she tried to visit him to work on his case. [64]

September
23

Attacks on Thai Ha Catholics’ property
The communist authorities want to expropriate more land belonging to
the Redemptorists. Priests and faithful say the measure is "illegal",
unethical and violates the rights of the Christian community.
Hanoi authorities opened a battle front with Catholics with an
expropriation order issued by the Department for Urbanism and lease
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of land owned by the Redemptorists of Thai Ha parish, near lake Ba
Giang. The priests, religious and faithful say the measure is "illegal" and
constitutes a "violation" of the rights of the Christian community, as
explained in a letter published in recent days by the superior Fr.
Matthew Vu Khoi Phung.
The superior Fr. Matthew explains that the land around lake Ba Giang
"belongs to, is cared for and used" by the Redemptorists in Hanoi since
1928, and, he adds, "we have never granted, given or transferred the
right to use any part of land to individuals or organizations". He goes on
to mention that it is an "act contrary to the Constitution and the law."
The priest says it is also an act that offends "moral and common sense"
and that will eventually cause "serious damage to the rights and
interests" of religious organizations, as "an offense against the faith and
feelings of religious believers".
What the state claims as "public property" was purchased by
Redemptorists in 1928. When the Communists took over in 1945, the
authorities gradually whittled away parish-owned land. Thus, the area
occupied by the monastery went from 61,455 m2 to 2,700 m2. The
dispute reached its apex in 2008 and 2009 when thousands of Catholics
demonstrated for days on end in front of the convent demanding an end
to the seizures. Their efforts came to naught as more land was taken and
eight Catholics brought to court for “disturbing the public order.” [65]

September
25

Authorities lock up family of jailed pastor
Authorities in Vietnam sealed the gates of the house of jailed prominent
Vietnamese activist and Christian pastor Nguyen Cong Chinh,
preventing his wife and their five children from leaving the premises for
unknown reasons.
They took the action after police set up a checkpoint a day before
outside the house in Pleiku town, located in the country's central
highland region, and trailed the wife, Tran Thi Hong, wherever she went.
Chinh, pastor of a banned church, was sentenced to 11 years in prison
in March last year for "undermining unity" by having ties with antigovernment groups and writing and distributing material that slandered
government authorities.
Hong said she was not sure why the police had used wire to seal the

gates of her house, preventing her from leaving even to get medicine for
her sick child. [66]

September
26

Police swoop on dissidents was “like an
abduction,” arrest prominent activists
A group of Vietnamese dissidents and their families detailed their
harrowing experience when police broke up a dinner party at a blogger’s
house. The group had gathered at Thuy’s house to have a farewell
dinner for Uyen and her mother, who were about to fly back to their
home in southern Vietnam’s Long An province following a visit to Hanoi.

Nguyen Phuong Uyen
is put on a plane at the
Noi Bai airport following
a police swoop on
Nguyen Tuong Thuy’s
home. Photo: a blogger.

All eight of them have been
released following the raid on
blogger Nguyen Tuong Thuy’s
house but have yet to recover from
the shocking experience, accusing
the police of brutality and abusing
their legal authority. The police
broke the door and entered the
house without any notice or papers
for legal order. They then went
upstairs were the dissidents were
and held their hair and pushed them against the wall violently and
cruelly.
The police then threw the dissidents on the ground and dragged them
on the ground to the car in the rain. The dissidents were all soaked,
without shoes.
Nguyen Phuong Uyen, a 21-year-old student activist, got a fever after
beatings that made her nose bleed and left her face swollen.
Also herded away to the police station in Hanoi’s Thanh Tri district were
Thuy’s wife and daughter as well as Duong Thi Tan - the ex-wife of jailed
popular blogger Nguyen Van Hai - and Le Quoc Quyet, the brother of
prominent rights lawyer Le Quoc Quan. Le Quoc Tuyet was kicked on
both sides of his torso. The police grabbed Quyet’s neck and threw him
out of the house; they also kicked him repeatedly in the face.
Police took Nhung and daughter Uyen to the airport and forced them on
a plane. The police dragged them across the floor and assaulted them,
causing Uyen’s feet to bleed.
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Tan said she went to the airport with a small group of people to try to
see the pair off, but police and plainclothesmen forcibly stopped her
from meeting them. The police pushed Tan down on the floor, causing
her hand to bleed profusely and her body to ache. She sustained many
bruises.
Detained during the raid were blogger Nguyen Tuong Thuy, his wife and
daughter, blogger Pham Ba Hai, Nguyen Phuong Uyen, Duong Thi Tan,
Uyen’s mother Nguyen Thi Nhung, and Le Quoc Quyet. [67]

October
2

Supporters warned to stay away from
rights lawyer’s trial
Vietnamese authorities pressured supporters of activist Le Quoc Quan
not to attend his trial as rights groups and fellow dissidents urged the
government to drop what they called “politically motivated” charges
against the lawyer. In several cases, local governments sent staff to their
homes to persuade them not to attend the trial or face “difficulties,”
without elaborating.
Despite heavy rains, police and plainclothes officers in Quan’s home
province of Nghe An monitored activities and stopped people from
leaving for the trial. Police stopped a bus carrying several of Quan’s
relatives to Hanoi, some 150 miles north of Nghe An, for the trial and
searched people’s belongings before forcing it to return home.
In Hanoi, bloggers Phuong Bich and Nguyen Huu Vinh, and dissident
Pham Hong Son were prevented from leaving their homes by the
authorities. [68]

October
2

Lawyer victim of government’s crackdown
on dissent
Reporters Without Borders condemns the 30-month prison sentence
and fine of 59,000 dollars that a Hanoi court passed on dissident lawyer
and blogger Le Quoc Quan on a trumped-up charge of tax evasion. The
court also ordered the seizure of Quan’s assets, worth 27,000 dollars.
“This clearly politically-motivated sentence is designed to gag and
punish a dissident and is part of a strategy orchestrated by the
Communist Party to persecute all independent news and information
providers in Vietnam,” Reporters Without Borders said.

Activist Le Quoc Quan.
Photo: Hoang Dinh
Nam/AFP/GettyImages

“We deplore the way this
trial
was
conducted,
including the fact that the
defendant’s relatives were
not allowed into the
courtroom and the way the
authorities
again
manipulated the media.
Quan is the victim of a
judicial system taking its
orders from authoritarian
party officials. He must be
released.”
Insisting on his innocence, Quan said he was the victim of political
decisions. “I will continue my fight against corruption, attacking
bureaucracy and stagnancy that are undermining our country,” he told
an Agence France-Presse reporter who was allowed to follow the trial
from a room adjoining the courtroom.
Neither his brother, Le Quoc Quyet, nor his sister was allowed into the
courtroom, while foreign news agency reporters were ordered not to
bring any recording equipment into the courthouse.
Quan, 41, was arrested in December 2012, one day after posting an
article criticizing article 4 of the constitution, which assigns the
Communist Party a leading role in managing the country’s affairs.
Although charged with tax evasion, it was clear that the real reason for
his arrest was his blogging and his calls for political pluralism, religious
freedom and civil rights. His trial was originally scheduled to take place
on 9 July, but was postponed at the last minute. [69]

October
5

Vietnam questions 12 activists after
training stint in the Philippines
The 12 youths had attended the two-week 2013 Civil Society study
program with rights organization Asian Bridge Philippines in Manila and
were taken into police custody in three separate groups on their return
to Vietnam. The 12 met with Philippines NGOs and lawmakers, along
with representatives of the United Nations’ Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights and the Asian Development Bank.
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Among those taken into police custody were blogger Bui Tuan Lam,
blogger Yeu Nuoc Viet, and activist Tran Hoai Bao.
When the youths arrived at the airport, there were many policemen;
they took them to a room at the airport and kept the activists there for
16 hours. They were questioned about the course, the number of
attendees, who organized it, and if they knew that “hostile forces” were
behind the course.
Asian Bridge Philippines had expressed concern in a statement that the
Vietnamese government had decided to detain the 12, saying the group
found it “unsettling” that they were held “without any explanation or
notice.”
“To Asian Bridge Philippines, it is highly commendable that these young
individuals from Vietnam are committed to learn about what civil society
means and how it has developed in the Philippines,” the statement said.
It urged the Vietnamese authorities to respect the “basic rights” of all
Vietnamese “to freely travel and learn about the development of civil
society in other nations in the region.” The group said that as part of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) bloc of ten nations,
Vietnam should “encourage their citizens to learn about other nations’
history and society, instead of instilling fear, so that the mission of
ASEAN can be soon achieved.” (See October 6 and 8 for more.) [70]

October
6

Vietnam detains activists after training
stint in the Philippines
(See October 5 and 8 for more.) The second group of five activists was
detained at Hanoi’s Noibai Airport and included Do Van Thuong, Nguyen
Viet Hung and Dang Hai Di.
They had met with Philippines NGOs and lawmakers, along with
representatives of the United Nations’ Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights and the Asian Development Bank. [71]

October
8

Vietnam detains more activists after
training stint in the Philippines
(See October 5 and 6 for more.) A third group of activists were detained
at Tan Son Nhat Airport: Pham Tran Quan, Truong Quynh Nhu, and Bui
Thi Dien. They had met with Philippine NGOs and lawmakers, along with

representatives of the
United Nations’ Office of
the High Commissioner for
Human Rights and the
Asian Development Bank.
[72]

The three activists who were
detained on October 8 shown in a
picture taken during their NGO
training course in the Philippines.
Photo: RFA listener.

October
8

Political prisoner discriminated against in
prison, denied medical care
Mai Thi Dung, a Hoa Hao Buddhist serving an 11-year sentence for
calling for religious freedom, was transferred to another prison; her
family was not notified.
Diagnosed with severe gallbladder disease that necessitates surgery or
it may lead to death, she has been denied medical treatment for this
unless she pleads guilty to her “crimes.” After many years in prison, her
health is very poor, she cannot walking without assistance, and
sometimes need oxygen for breathing. She told her husband that
authorities tried to kill her by giving her medication that made breathing
difficult for her and elevated her blood pressure greatly; she had never
had high blood pressure before. [89]

October
16

High-ranking communist and government
officials abducts teenager, sexually
abuses her, forces marriage
17 year old Vietnamese Hmong girl, Miss Pang Nhia Lor (Paaj Nyiag
Lauj), who lives in the Ky Son District area of Nge Anh Province in
Vietnam, bordering Laos. Two men, who are local high-ranking
communist and government provincial leaders from other Hmong
villages forced, the 17-year old Vietnamese Hmong girl Miss Pang Nhia
Lor (Paaj Nyiag Lauj) into marriage and abducted her from the village
area of Ban Nam Khyen Xa Nam. The men stated their names as Doua
Yang (Nruas Yaaj) and his father Nhia Vws Yang (Nyiaj Vws Yaaj). They
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visited Miss Pang Nhia Lor’s parents’ residence and misused their
authority by forcing Pang Nhia’s parents to sell her to them as Doua’s
wife against the girl’s and parents’ will.
During their conversation with the government officials who demanded
the girl for forced marriage, Pang Nhia’s alarmed parents put her in a
small room in their house and told her to stay put. While in the room,
Pang Nhia overheard Nhia Vws Yang stating that Doua demanded to buy
Pang Nhia to be his wife. Pang Nhia managed to escape from the room
and ran outside. Doua and his father heard Pang Nhia leave and ran after
her. The two men chased her and wrestled her to the ground in the mud.
They then forcefully took her, covered in mud, blood and tears, to their
car and drove away.
After the government officials drove away, they arrived at Doua Yang’s
house. Doua tied Pang Nhia’s hands with a rope and locked her in his
bedroom. Pang Nhia is being continually abused by Doua Yang, both
sexually and physically, daily. Doua has also threatened Pang Nhia that
he will continue to abuse her until she consents to marry him. [73]

October
23

Court orders two parishioners of Vinh
diocese jailed
A court in Vietnam's North Central Coast region ordered two Catholic
Christians who campaigned for religious freedom jailed for "disturbing
public order," triggering outrage among family members and priests.
The court in the Nghe An provincial capital Vinh sentenced Ngo Van
Khoi, 53, to seven months in prison and Nguyen Van Hai, 43, to a sixmonth term after a three-hour trial, of which their immediate family
members were not notified.
The families of the duo only met them twice since they had been
detained on May 22, when men believed to be plainclothes police
officers stopped and searched Catholics visiting a shrine in Nghi Phuong
commune. The exact nature of the charges they faced is not clear. [74]

October
29

Blogger sentenced for using Facebook to
support imprisoned activist brother
A court in the southern province of Long An passed a 15-month
suspended prison sentence on the blogger and activist Dinh Nhat Uy for
criticizing the government on Facebook.

He was convicted under article 258 of the criminal code, which penalizes
“abusing democratic freedoms against the interests of the state and the
legitimate rights and interests of organizations and individuals.”
The presence of 400 plainclothes police in the courtroom created the
illusion of a public hearing. Uy’s lawyers were also harassed, which led
one of them, Nguyen Thanh Luong, to withdraw from the case. This
highlighted the bogus nature of these trials, where the outcome is
decided in advance.
According to the indictment, Uy was prosecuted for four online posts.
One was an article entitled “These party members who accept the
truth,” in which he described a conversation in which two Communist
Party members referred to the abilities of the party’s leaders in offensive
terms.
Another was about the activities of “Patriotic Youth,” an organization
reportedly critical of the government. The other two were “insulting”
about two national corporations – the military telecommunications
group and the posts and telecommunications company.
Although these posts dated back to December 2012, Uy was not arrested
until June, when the campaign for his brother’s release got under way.
Uy is subject to a form of a home confinement during the 15 months of
the suspended prison sentence and will continue to be subject to close
monitoring for another 12 months thereafter.
Many demonstrators gathered around the courthouse in a show of
support for Uy. Members of his family, whose formal request to attend
the trial had been refused, were detained while the hearing took place.
The police also briefly detained about 30 activists who had gone to the
court to support Uy. They included Le Ngoc Thanh, Hanh Nhan, Miu
Manh Me, Phuong Uyen, Nguyen Thi Nhung, Peter Lam Bui, Hu Vo and
Hoang Vi. [75]

October
30

Blogger held on return from trip abroad
An outspoken Vietnamese blogger was detained at Hanoi’s Noi Bai
airport upon his return from a six-month trip to the Philippines and
Thailand, where he had met with U.N. human rights officials and
advocacy and media groups. Nguyen Lan Thang told friends by
telephone that he had been taken into custody upon arrival from the
Thai capital Bangkok. [76]
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November
27

Vietnam announces big fines for social
media “propaganda”
Vietnam will hand out fines of 100 million dong (£2,905) to anyone
criticizing the government on social media, under a new law, Decree
174/2013.
Comments that do not constitute criminal offences would trigger fines if
held to be "propaganda against the state", or spreading "reactionary
ideology", according to the law signed by Prime Minister Nguyen Tan
Dung.
The new decree is vaguely worded and does not say what comments
amounts to a criminal offence, which can be punished with prison, or an
"administrative violation" that rates a fine. The decree also states that
anyone posting online a map of Vietnam inconsistent with the country's
sovereignty claims faces fines. [77]

November
28

Communist Party maintains firm grip on
Vietnam’s Charter change, violates human
rights
98 percent of the members of the National Assembly, 90 percent of
them members of the Communist Party, voted for the governmentsponsored draft. While taking account of officially collated comments
that stayed within bounds defined by the Communist Party, they ignored
suggestions from the Vietnamese public for fundamental changes to
bring the constitution in line with international human rights standards.
In the end, the National Assembly made very few changes to what the
government put forward.
The amended constitution will come into force on January 1, 2014. It
includes two key changes to strengthen the Communist Party’s
monopoly on power. Article 4 makes the party the vanguard and
representative not only of the Vietnamese working class, but of the
whole Vietnamese people and nation, further narrowing the legal space
to exercise the right to pluralistic and freely contested elections. Article
65 follows the government lead in enshrining a new legal requirement
for Vietnam’s armed forces to be absolutely loyal to the Communist
Party.
New clauses in articles 16, 31, 102, and 103 appear to allow freedom of
expression and other basic rights and promise to end arbitrary arrests of
critics and political trials on trumped-up charges. But these provisions

have been effectively negated by loopholes and weak guarantees in
other provisions. Article 14 states that the authorities can override
human rights guarantees in other passages if they deem it necessary for
national defence, national security, public order, the security of society,
or social morality.
Similarly, reaffirmation of rights like freedom of religion in article 24 and
freedom of speech in article 25 are accompanied by qualifications
allowing vague and broad legal restrictions. Articles 70, 88, and 105
make possible continued tight Communist Party control of the judiciary,
meaning there is still no guarantee of fair and impartial trials. [78]

December
9

Activists stopped from holding gatherings
to mark International Human Rights Day
Authorities stopped dissidents from holding gatherings to mark
International Human Rights Day; officials dispersed crowds in Hanoi and
Ho Chi Minh City.
Activist Trang Loan and her group were treated roughly by police. The
police had members of the Communist Youth Union yelling at the
activists through loudspeakers ‘Assembling is not allowed,’ and asking
them to leave the site. Loan was slapped in the face by a police officer
in plain clothes. They beat her and the other participants.
Activist Phuong Dung was also among those present who were only
trying to discuss human rights, and hand out copies of The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the U.N .Convention Against Torture and
balloons with rights advocacy logos. [79]

December
10

Authorities beat dissident bloggers on
International Human Rights Day
Authorities in Vietnam brutally beat several dissident bloggers on
Human Rights Day after they publicly distributed documents promoting
rights and explaining the country’s obligations as a signatory to an
international convention on torture.
Members of the VN Blogger Network were beaten by plainclothes police
and unknown assailants in Ho Chi Minh City and Da Nang in separate
incidents, while many rights campaigners were commemorating the
65th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
In the first incident, blogger Me Nam said she, her young son and An Do
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Nguyen—known by her online pseudonym as Hoang Vi—were walking
near Nguyen’s home in Ho Chi Minh City when plainclothes police
approached them and took away a teddy bear they were holding. The
police severely beat them, forcing them back inside the house and
locking the door. They even took Me Nam’s son out of her arms. When
their friends came to their aid, the police attacked them as well; blogger
Hoang Van Dung was injured in the eye.
Another blogger, Tran Hoang Han, was beaten in Ho Ch Minh City. A
meeting of a women’s human rights group in the city’s Gia Hoa pagoda
was also disrupted by police.
VN Blogger member Nguyen Van Thanh and another blogger named
Thanh Hoang were beaten by unknown assailants outside the Hoa Minh
commune police station in Da Nang when they arrived to assist fellow
online dissidents Le Anh Hung and Le Thi Phuong Anh, who were
demanding that authorities return confiscated belongings. Hoang was
seriously injured in the attack.
Ho Chi Minh City-based blogger Paulo Thanh Nguyen said authorities
also harassed members of the network who tried to inform the public of
their rights at a park in the city.
Police beat blogger Chau Van Thi while other network members were
targeted with a foul-smelling liquid. [80]

December
17

Catholics attacked, tortured while carrying
Christmas gifts to orphans
The attack took place in Kontum, where a group of volunteers were
blocked by police and forced to turn back. One of the assaulted,
tortured by the head of the local Communist Party, ended up in hospital
with multiple internal injuries. The attack on church volunteers as they
tried to bring Christmas gifts to orphans and the poor in remote areas of
the province left many children sad during the festive season.
Father Tran Si Tin, C.Ss.R, pastor of the Catholic congregation of Gia Lai,
in the diocese and province of Kontum in the Central Highlands,
presented a report in which he denounces the serious violation of
human and religious rights carried out by the very head of the Ayun
municipality against a group of volunteers from the Church who on were
delivering blankets donated by people to the orphans of the town.
They were carrying out a mission on behalf of Father Tin, too old and
not physically able to carry out a work in mountainous areas. But

halfway to their destination the group was stopped by local police who
ordered to turn back. The group's leader, Kpuih Bop Plei Chep was then
singled out for punishment and was beaten and tortured by Ayun village
Communist Party chief Dat Nguyen Van. Bop has had multiple internal
injuries and had to be hospitalized. [81]

December
20

Cancer-stricken jailed dissident denied
medical treatment
A group of foreign ambassadors called on the Vietnamese government
to release a dissident blogger amid concerns that he is being denied
access to proper treatment while dying of cancer. Dinh Dang Dinh, a
democracy activist, is suffering from advanced stages of stomach cancer
while serving a 6-year sentence for “anti-state propaganda.”
Dinh’s family has called repeatedly for his release, saying he has been
denied access to proper treatment while serving his sentence at the An
Phuoc Prison. He is in the last stages of stomach cancer due to a lack of
immediate diagnosis and treatment.
After a round of chemotherapy at a hospital in November, he was sent
back to prison without any word from the doctors while still weak from
the side effects of the treatment; a second course of treatment had later
also left him seriously frail. Neither session was arranged in accordance
with formal treatment guidelines. The prison has taken away Dinh’s
medicine, including supplements. He may not live much longer.
Dinh was sentenced in August 2012 to a six-year prison term for
“conducting propaganda against the state;” had published online
articles on government corruption and on social and environmental
issues, including an environmentally sensitive bauxite mining project
given to a Chinese developer in central Vietnam. [82]

December
23

Dissident’s appeal rejected
(See February 8 for arrest and September 11 for sentence.) Ngo Hao,
who was sentenced to 15 years in prison for his online activism, had his
appeal rejected. [83]

Ngo Hao. Photo: xaluan.com
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December
24

Man who witnessed and reported sexual
abuse of 11-year-old girl killed in police
headquarters
Mr. Do Duy Viet, 47, of Thuong Xuan district, Thanh Hoa province was
pronounced dead by police because he “committed suicide.” He had
been brought to the police station because he witnessed and reported
the sexual abuse of an 11-year-old girl by her step-father to her mother.
[90]

Police said that he "hung himself by a scarf at the district police
headquarters." However, an autopsy showed that his body showed
multiple bruises on his back and shoulders, and a severely damaged lung
that bled profusely. [91]

December
29

14-year old boy beaten to death by police,
12th person to die in police custody in 2013
Tu Ngoc Thach, 14, had argument with a group of friends and was
arrested by the Van Long commune police station in the afternoon. They
beat him before arresting him. By the evening of the same day, Thach's
family received a phone call from the police headquarters urging them
to pick Thach up.
Just hours after leaving the police station, Thach was hospitalized and
died on December 31.
According to the death certificate, Thach died of subdural hematoma in
the right temporal skull, a deformed skull, and traumatic brain injury. [92]

December
31

Authorities detain and beat former political
prisoners visiting fellow dissident
Vietnamese authorities detained and interrogated three former political
prisoners, beating one of them severely, as they traveled to visit a fellow
ex-prisoner of conscience at his home outside the capital.
Writer Huynh Ngoc Tuan, blogger Pham Ba Hai, and lawyer Le Thi Cong
Nhan traveled from Hanoi to visit democracy activist Pham Van Troi at
his home in Thuong Tin district’s Truong Duong village when they were
approached by plainclothes police after exiting their taxi.
Along with Nhan’s husband Ngo Duy Quyen and two-year-old daughter
Lucas, the group was taken from Troi’s home to the district police

station, located about 200 meters (650 feet) away, where they were
interrogated.
Three police officers beat Huynh Ngoc Tuan.
They were released after three hours, at which point they took Huynh
Ngoc Tuan to the hospital. When they got there, they could recognize
the people who followed and harassed them: these were officers who
pretended to be employees of the clinic. [84]
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